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In the last few decades, significant improvements have been made in gas sensor 
technologies. Metal-oxide sensors have been used for low-cost detection of combustible 
and toxic gases. However, hurdles relating to sensitivity, stability and selectivity still 
remain. Recently, nanotechnology has helped tremendously through the introduction of 
nano-engineered materials like nanowires and nanoclusters. Nanowire sensors have much 
better sensitivity as compared with thin-film devices due to the larger detecting surface-to-
volume ratio. But clearly, improvements are still needed.  
For real-world applications, selectivity between different classes of compounds, 
such as combustible and toxic gases, is highly desirable.  An ideal chemical sensor should 
distinguish between the individual analytes from a single class of compounds. For example, 
in detection of benzene or toluene, a good sensor will not be disturbed by other aromatic 
compounds present in the environment. This is a huge challenge for semiconductor based 
 
 
metal-oxide sensors, such as TiO2, SnO2, Fe2O3 and ZnO, which have inherent non-
selective surface adsorption sites. 
 Recently, a new class of nanowire-nanocluster (NWNC) based gas sensors has 
gained interest. This type of sensor represents a new method of functionalizing the surface 
for selective adsorption and detection. The adjustable sensitivity can be achieved by tuning 
the density, size or composition of the nanoparticles that decorate the nanowires. These 
advantages make the NWNC sensors a good alternative to conventional thin-film sensors. 
So far, research into NWNC sensors has demonstrated the potential in sensing many 
important classes of compounds.  However, most of these NWNC devices require elevated 
working temperatures. They also have long response/recovery times and must function in 
an inert atmosphere. All these limitation will be the obstacles in real-world usage for 
domestic, environmental or industrial applications. And finally, the sensors thus developed 
must be manufacturable. That is, they must be batch fabricated with high yield.  
 To remedy these problems, my thesis was divided into the following tasks,  
1. Develop dry etching techniques to fabricate horizontally aligned GaN nanowires (NW), 
combining these techniques with wet etching treatment for surface damages removal. 
I call this a “top-down approach” using a subtractive process that fabricates NWs from 
thin-films and adding sensitive nanocrystals after the initial NW definition. This is to 
be compared to the additive “bottom-up” nanowire growth by MBE/HVPE/Sol-gel, in 
which NWs are grown, harvested from the growth surface and subsequently re-attached 
to a new surface. The top-down approach enhances the yield and homogeneity of the 
NW and it is mass-production oriented. 
 
 
2. Study the metal-oxide nanoclusters (NCs) deposition method by physical vapor 
deposition (PVD) and rapid thermal annealing (RTA) for TiO2, SnO2, WO3, Fe2O3, 
etc. Develop the metal nanoparticle deposition method by PVD for Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, etc. 
3. Study the crystalline phases and gas adsorption sites formed by the method and 
establish a database connecting metal-oxide bonding sites with different target 
chemicals. 
4. Utilize Si doped n-type and unintentionally doped GaN nanowires functionalized with 
different metal-oxide and metal-oxide/metal composite nanoclusters to create a series 
of highly selective and sensitive gas sensing nanostructure devices. 
5. Develop a low-cost micro-heater (MH) for local high temperature generation with low 
power consumption. This allows the rapid chemical desorption cycles as we anticipate 
frequently re-use or reset of the sensor. It also enables the use of these NWs in high 
temperature sensor applications. 
6. Integrate the NW, NCs and MH into one working sensor, and integrate multiple types 
of gas sensors on a single chip. The chip can simultaneously sense many types of gases 
without interference.  
 In this study, the potential of multicomponent NWNC based sensors for developing 
the next-generation of ultra-sensitive and highly selective chemical sensors was explored. 
We have achieved A and nA levels of baseline detector current and we have shown that 
low UV illumination enhances sensitivity for some cases. These sensors have low power 
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Chapter 1: Overview 
1.1 Importance of Chemical/Gas Sensors 
Electronics devices are widely used in our daily lives and the signals and 
information generated are recorded and stored in many new ways. Information desired 
from the environment is converted to electronic signals via a sensor. Sensors can register 
information including temperature, motion, gravity, pressure, sound, etc. More and more 
attention is currently paid to biological state (blood pressure, blood oxygenation, body 
temperature, pulse, etc.), chemical, environment, atmospheric pressure, humidity, and light 
sensing. For environmental and national security reasons, reliable and portable detectors 
must exhibit high sensitivity and selectivity for harmful environment conditions. In the last 
few decades, significant improvement has been made in gas sensor technologies.  
A chemical sensor is a device that identifies a chemical species and quantifies the 
concentration of atoms, molecules, or ions in gases or liquids by producing a measureable 
signal [1]. Detection of chemical species in air such as industrial pollutants, poisonous 
gases, chemical fumes, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) is vital for the health and 
safety of communities around the world [2]. Chemical and explosive detection systems 
constitute the front line of defense against chemical weapons and terrorist threats [3]. Gas 
sensors are widely developed in commercial and industrial applications like combustion 
engine monitoring, process control, and environmental monitoring [4]. Chemical sensors 
can also be used for food quality control, breathe analysis and disease detection [5]. Due 





the advent of nanotechnology is continually influencing this development. The goal is to 
achieve both low cost, low power dissipation, and high performance in these devices. 
 
1.2 Characteristics of a Gas Sensor 
Generally, a sensor’s performance can be characterized by the following set of 
parameters [6-8]. 
 Sensitivity: the change of measured signal (resistance, conductance) when sensor 
exposed to certain concentration of target analyte.  
 Selectivity: the ability to discriminate between the components of a gas mixture 
and provide detection signal for the component of interest. 
 Stability: the ability of a sensor to provide reproducible results for a certain period 
of time. This includes retaining the sensitivity, selectivity, response, and recovery 
time. 
 Detection limit: the lowest concentration of the analyte that can be detected by the 
sensor under given conditions, particularly at a given temperature. 
 Dynamic range: the analyte concentration range between the detection limit and the 
highest limit. 
 Resolution: the lowest concentration difference that can be distinguished by sensor. 
 Response time: the time required for sensor to respond to a step concentration 





 Recovery time: the time it takes for the sensor signal to return to its initial value 
after a step concentration change from a certain value to zero. 
 Working temperature: the temperature at which the sensor operates. 
 
An ideal chemical sensor should be able to operate at room temperature and possess 
high sensitivity, good selectivity, high stability, low detection limit, a wide dynamic range, 







1.3 Current Sensor Technologies and Limitations 
Due to the massive literature available on conventional and novel sensing 
techniques, I have reviewed a collection of papers focusing on portable gas sensing 
technologies only. These include the following: 
 
1. Catalytic sensors: also known as pellistor, targeted for flammable, combustible gases 
using a heated wire via catalytic oxidation [9-11]. The target gas will be oxidized while 
releasing heat when comes into contact with the catalytic surface. The electrical resistance 
of the wire changes and is then converted into a readable display on the instrument. The 
catalytic combustion sensors typically use a lot of power to operate. They have selectivity 
issues and regularly require fresh or recharged batteries. These sensors require oxygen or 
air to work and their effective functioning is placement dependent [12]. 
 
2. Electrochemical sensors: Electrochemical sensors are typically available for a variety of 
toxic and flammable gases like carbon monoxide, hydrogen, nitrogen oxides hydrogen 
sulfide and chlorine. The target gas molecules diffuse into the membrane at the top of the 
sensor and then react with the chemicals on the sensing electrodes to generate electrical 
current [13-15]. A common problem is cross-sensitivity issues, for example alcohol vapors 
and unsaturated hydrocarbons can easily interact with the sensor electrode materials 
creating a common signal. Short life-time due to limited amount of unrecoverable base 







3. Infrared sensors (IR sensors): IR sensors work via a system of transmitter beams from 
IR sources and detected by IR detectors. By sensing the light intensity change of 
transmitted IR light due to the presence of an absorbing target gas and comparing this 
intensity to a reference beam, we are able to detect combustible or noxious gases 
(specifically hydrocarbon vapors and carbon dioxide.) The altered state of the light beam 
determines the type of gases.  The light absorption and intensity changes reveal the type 
and concentration of gases [16-18]. The main drawback to IR sensors is their high cost. IR 
sensors are more sophisticated and expensive, which need frequent calibration and routine 
maintenance. It is not suitable for use in wearable applications. 
 
4. Photoionization detectors (PIDs): PID is a type of gas detector and typically measures 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from sub parts per billion (ppm) to 10000 ppm. 
Photoionization detectors rely on specific chemical properties of the VOCs. Instead of 
absorbing light, a PID uses high energy photons, normally UV light source, to ionize gas 
molecules into positively charged ions. Once the gas is ionized, it passes through two 
charged plates, which separate the gas ions and the free electrons. As the gas ions flow 
towards the plates, a current is generated between the two plates. The greater the 
concentration of the component, the more ions are produced and collected, and the greater 
the current [19, 20]. However, PID sensors cannot distinguish the type or species of the 






5. Metal-oxide thin-film sensors: They are used for detecting a range of gases including 
toxics and combustibles and work via a gas sensitive and porous film that is composed of 
titanium, tin, zinc or tungsten oxides [21, 22]. Materials are maintained at working 
temperature between 300 to 500 ºC where thermal generated electron-hole pairs and high 
temperature enhanced the reactions at a sufficient rate. The mechanism of thin-film sensor 
is based on changing of the resistance of a thin-film upon adsorption of the gas molecules 
on the surface of a semiconductor. The gas-solid interactions affect the resistance of the 
film because of the amount of free carrier (electron for most cases) in the film were trapped 
and released by adsorption and desorption of target gases [23]. However, resistive metal-
oxide gas sensors have serious drawbacks in terms of selectivity, long-term baseline drift, 
long-time recovery and high-temperatures required for high power operation, which limits 
their use in portable applications. 
 
6. Field effect sensors: also known as FET sensor, MOSFET sensor and targeting for toxins, 
explosives and VOC’s. The MOSFET sensor device is based on a field effect transistor 
with catalytic metal as the gate contact. The gas molecules modulate the conduction 
channel by effect the voltage to the gate of the transistor [24-27]. For the MOSFET sensor, 
gate and drain are shorted so the device functioning as a two-terminal device.  Drawbacks 
are the low-sensitivity and limited selectivity. The metal gates in these FETs have to be 
thin and porous to achieve the required sensitivity, however this gate design will lead to 






Table 1.1 shows a summary of applications and limitations of 6 portable gas sensing 
technologies. 
 





1.4 Design of High Performance Gas Sensor 
 
Fig. 1.1 High performance integrated solid-state gas sensor design diagram 
Fig. 1.1 presents the schematic design of my highly sensitive and selective, reliable 
and robust, working at room-temperature, integrated solid state gas sensor. Each sensor 
module is made of two components in parallel: a gas sensor unit and a micro-heater unit. 
Gas sensor unit is nanowire-nanocluster structure, functioning as the main active sensing 
part and working at room-temperature. The micro-heater unit is a component part of the 
integrated system stays in idle mode most of the time. It only works at the time of cleaning 
adsorbents on chip surface because after some rare and extreme sensing conditions like 
very high concentration of target gases or unknown chemicals exposure and coverage, the 
system needs “reset” and desorb all the unwanted attached chemicals to maintain the sensor 
output results reliable and repeatable. The micro-heater can quickly engage and generate 
local heating that help the nanowire and surrounding areas desorbing unwanted gas phase 
chemical molecules attached. The heating assistance further improves the sensor system to 





1.4.1 Gas Sensor Unit 
 Modern semiconductor industry has grown through the fast development of 
nanotechnology. It is well known that the electrical and physical properties of nanoparticles 
(NPs) and nanowires (NWs) can change significantly with the environment. This is due to 
the nanostructure’s high surface to volume ratio [28-30]. Solid state gas sensors can be 
designed basing on NWs and NPs, and fabricated using integrated solid state device 
techniques. For NPs, it is hard to directly make electrical contacts to the small structure. 
However, this small structure can be used as bonding and reaction center due to its fast 
respond to environmental changes. NWs are very suitable for current measurements. 
Current flow changes dramatically with the NW electrical properties 
(conductance/resistance, effective channel width modulation, interface carrier 
scattering/trapping, etc.) Research shows that NW detectors are sensitive, but not selective 
due to the single type of analyte binding site common to all analytes [31, 32]. To enhance 
the NW based sensor’s selectivity, single or combined NPs of metal-oxides and metals are 
used to decorate the NW, creating different binding sites for different reactive chemicals. 
The NPs or nanoclusters (NCs) decoration can be single metal-oxide, metal or a mix with 
different combination with optimized ratios. This nanowire-nanocluster (NWNC) hybrid 
device can mitigate the problem of selectivity by fine tuning the combinations of metal and 
metal-oxide NCs supported by Gallium Nitride (GaN) NWs.  This hybrid structure not only 
improve the sensitivity and selectivity, but also decrease the detection time and most 
importantly it will have the capability of tailoring selectivity to individual analytes by 





 The GaN NW with NCs decorations gas sensing structure has advantages as 
comparted to other structures (such as the GaN nanobelt, nanoribbon and thin-film) 
functionalized by the same NCs. The NW is a 1D material that leads to NC decoration of 
the top surface as well as sidewalls. Nanobelt, nanoribbon and thin-films are 2D materials 
for which the dimension of the sidewall is negligible compared to the dimension of the top 
surface. Thus, the NC decoration effect is mainly on the top surface only. Assuming the 
NCs on NW and 2D materials are identical, and the diameter of NW is the same with the 
thickness of 2D materials. The NWNC sensor structure can improve the sensitivity by 
involving sidewalls of 1D material beside top surface. The conductivity modulation will 
be enhanced by introducing more space charge area from sidewalls, and push more free 
carriers to the NW core. Moreover, 1D GaN NW has lower working current comparing to 
the 2D GaN. Device noise is proportional to the square root of the baseline current, the 
lower noise leads to a higher signal to noise ratio which enhance the detection limit of the 
sensor. From cost point of view, using NW structure can integrated more NWNC sensors 
on a single chip and produce more devices from each wafer as opposed to the limited 
throughput and low yield of 2D structure devices.  
 
1.4.2 Micro-Heater Unit 
Over the past decade, great interest has been shown in low cost, fast response, low-
power micro-heaters for a variety of applications [33]. In particular, micro-heaters (MH) 
and micro-hot-plates (MHP) are integrated with chemical and gas sensors for cycles of 
releasing chemicals and maintain working temperature [34-40], humidity sensor [41, 42] 





in medical care, to deliver aerosol drugs and delivery through inhalation [44-46]. 
Moreover, they can be powered by high charge-capacity, light weight, flexible battery 
sources [47, 48]. Several early micro-heater designs had been reported using thin-films 
such as poly-Si to fit in CMOS process [49, 50]. Recently, platinum [41, 51] or Platinum 
wire pattern based metal combinations (Pt/Ti, Pt/Cr, Pt/Al2O3 or Pt/MgO) have been 
widely explored [34-37, 40].  However, for the low cost in this gas sensor system and for 
other possible applications, we choose nickel. It has 34% less electrical resistivity and 27% 
more thermal conductivity comparing to platinum, and is much cheaper. There is no report 
that I have found on nickel heater elements. The well controlled electroless Nickel plating 
method is another low cost process for depositing thick metal heater patterns. A low cost 
micro-heater for aerosol generation has been developed using thin-film deposition, 
electroless metal plating and selective wet etching technology. The heating element is 
fabricated by e-beam evaporation and solution based nickel plating. The metal pattern 
temperature reaches the boiling point of glycerol (290°C) and higher. This structure and 
the use of a plating bath and wet etch render the device remarkably low cost (less than 2¢ 
per device). This MH successfully integrated with gas sensors to assist desorption of 
unwanted checmicals.  Other applications of the MH design in medical procedures, such 






1.5 Contributions and Accomplishments 
 Gallium nitride (GaN) nanowires functionalized with titanium dioxide, platinum-
titanium dioxide composites, tin dioxide,  iron oxide and tungsten trioxide were 
investigated, optimized and developed to selectively detect hydrogen, nitrogen dioxide, 
aromatic compounds, and ammonia. These are integrated with a micro heater that uses low 
cost metal deposition method and wet etch process techniques for assistance in chemical 
release cycles. The micro heater can be used for medical drug inhalation and aerosol 
generation purposes as well. All the fabrication processes were designed and optimized to 
be capable of reliable wafer batch production and homogenous device performance. 
Processes developed include the top-down approach of single NW arrays, MH formation, 
NCs and NPs deposition. A comparison between mass-production orientated processes [52, 
53] and individual-chip-alignment based processes [54-58] is listed in Table 1.2 and Table 
1.3 for NW and NCs formation respectively. I summarize the efforts performed in 
completion of this thesis as follows: 
 
1. I demonstrated a dry etched “top-down” fabricated structure showing features 
aligned in a horizontal plane parallel to the wafer surface, as shown in figures on 
the left side of Table 1.2.  Previous technique use molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
to grow nanowires vertical up (perpendicular to) the wafer surface. Placement of 
these vertical structures is rather random across the surface, as shown in images on 
the right side of Table 1.2, These features must be released from the surface, and 
subsequently placed on another substrate (either individually or in bundles by 





technology that applies a RF voltage bias on the sides of solution through 
electrodes. The solution has NWs dispersed in it. The “top-down” dry etching 
method developed here uses the stepper/scanner lithography system to define the 
nanowire patterns, followed by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etch. By this 
method, the NWs are identical in arrays and sensor fabrication can be easily 
integrated and mass produced. 
2. I developed methods for removing sidewall defects and roughness caused by ion 
bombardment during dry etching. The potassium hydroxide (KOH) and phosphoric 
acid (H3PO4) wet etch can remove the defects appearing as linear vertical texture 
along the NW sidewalls that inhibited previous attempts at creating dry etched NWs 
from succeeding.  
3. I demonstrated a nanocluster formation method and I designed a fast 
characterization method using IV conductance measurement and ellipsometry 
techniques besides SEM imaging. Further optimization of titanium dioxide, tin 
dioxide, iron oxide, tungsten trioxide NCs was accomplished. Previous work on 
NCs rely on chemical formation of powders, the NCs formation method in this 
thesis used physical vapor deposition (PVD) followed by rapid thermal annealing 
(RTA) which can be fully integrated with modern CMOS processes. This PVD-
RTA method has advantages in NCs coating uniformity and compatibility to 
dynamic structures as the comparison shown in Table 1.3. The characterization 
technique is fast, reliable and non-destructive compared to SEM imaging. 
4. I did the design of experiments leading to the establishment of a gas sensing 





sensors were fabricated and tested by being exposed to various target gases. 
Responsive and non-responsive materials were determined and were recorded in a 
database. 
5. I developed an electroless nickel plating process to create thick Ni layers from a 
seed layer. This technique allows precise control of the final thickness of a film far 
thicker than would be allowed by lift-off. Moreover, the chemical solution bath is 
much lower cost comparing to high-vacuum equipment. This method was used in 
the micro-heater process that can be integrated with gas sensor and provide heat to 
augment the chemical release cycle.  The inexpensive and easily fabricated micro-
heater thus developed allows for easy mass productions. This heater can be used in 
aerosol generators and fabricated as a single device for drug inhalation therapy.  
6. I developed a process integration scheme for including all three micro- and nano-
structures into a single NWNC hybrid sensor device. Integration considerations 
including the process flows, RTA, multiple passivation layers, NW yield 
improvement, active opening windows, passivated control elements and ohmic 
contact improvement were studied in detail. The techniques for multiple sensors 
integration into a single sensor chip were first time reported. These enables the 
simultaneously multiple gas sensing capability of a single sensor chip. I developed 
a process integration methods for including multiple gas sensors in a single chip for 
simultaneously sensing of variety of gases. 
7. I characterized the fully integrated nanowire-nanocluster hybrid gas sensor and 
micro-heater system. Most of the sensor units work at room temperature without 





fast response and recovery behavior maintained after many sensing cycles. This 
implies that the developed technology has several advantages like low power 
consumption, long life time reliability, high sensitivity and selectivity in sensing 
performance. The micro-heater allows for improved gas desorption and the use of 








The NWNC gas sensor fabricated can achieve high selectivity and sensitivity. 
Integrated MH helps improve the reliability and the life-time of the sensor and assists 
desorption of absorbed chemicals. Table 1.4 lists the performance of GaN / TiO2-Pt NWNC 
hydrogen sensor technology comparing to other novel hydrogen gas sensing devices 
currently under developing. The significant features and advantages of the integrated 
sensors are: 
 
i. Room temperature sensing as well as high temperature thermal sensing is possible. 
ii. Selective sensing of low gas concentrations. 
iii. Reliable and repeatable sensing and an ability to recover back to the same baseline 
signal level as opposed to baseline drift and limited lifetime. 
iv. Fast respond and short recovery time. 
v. Capable of cheap mass production and integration with existing CMOS processes, 
as opposed to the individual nanowire pick-and-place fabrication. This improves 
throughput, reproducibility and yield.  
vi. The MH utilizes a low cost micro fabrication process to achieve fast respond and 
a robust heating function. The MH can be integrated into sensor devices for gas 
sensing assistance as well as individually used in aerosol generation and medical 
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1.6 Organization of the Dissertation  
This dissertation has been presented in eight chapters. 
 Chapter 1 (this chapter) gives a brief overview to readers about this whole 
dissertation. I start with the importance of chemical gas sensors and how to characterize a 
typical gas sensor, followed by a review of current gas sensor technologies with 
corresponding limitations and bottle necks. A proposal design for developing the high 
performance sensing device was discussed for each unit in brief. Contributions and 
accomplishments of this work have been highlighted towards the end of the chapter. 
 Chapter 2 gives the background reviews of current nanotechnology, develops in 
nanowire and nanoparticles. Semiconductor nanowire has been used widely in sensing 
application since the past decade. General properties of gallium nitride bulk and 
nanostructure materials are discussed in brief. Metal-oxide and thin-film sensors have been 
studied for more than three decades and the properties of metal-oxide nanoparticles are 
briefly reviewed. Some literature review of the nanowire-nanocluster hybrid sensors is 
presented and discussed. 
 Chapter 3 presents the formation of a single gallium nitride nanowire, from step-
by-step fabrication details of the nanowire arrays to ohmic contact formation. The wet etch 
post treatment was discussed in detail to remove the surface damage caused by dry etching. 
The single-nanowire two-terminal device as a UV detector was presented. 
 Chapter 4 presents the formation of the metal-oxides nanoclusters and describes the 





and analyzing the nanoclusters. The same metal-oxide deposition methods are used to 
fabricate thin-film gas sensors and photodetectors. 
 Chapter 5 describes the micro-heater development process. The chapter also 
describes other disposable applications beyond heating assistance in gas sensing system. 
Four different types of low cost micro-heaters were presented. Nickel plating bath and wet 
etching techniques were briefly discussed.  
 Chapter 6 shows the overall process integration of the micro-heater unit and 
nanowire-nanocluster gas sensing unit. Extra protection layer and passivated designs are 
used. The fabricated device layout and packaging steps were presented. Methods to 
integrate multiple sensors on a single chip were covered. 
 Chapter 7 makes an attempt to present the gas sensing measurement set-up and the 
performance of the different gas sensors. This chapter also provides explanations of the 
sensing performance and proposes a sensing mechanism based on the current literature and 
observed trend on the devices fabricated in this work. 
 Chapter 8 summarizes this research and presents a path to future research efforts 
related to the work. Possible applications of this sensor technology and emphasis the 






Chapter 2: Background  
This chapter presents the background for understanding the key component, 
important concepts and materials, physical principals and chemical mechanisms behind the 
gas sensing with semiconductor nanowires and nanoclusters. The detailed literature 
reviews of sensing technology as well as the NWNC sensing technology are included here.  
 
2.1 Nanomaterials, Nanowires and Nanoparticles 
 Nanomaterials and nanostructures are defined as having at least one critical 
dimension that is 10 nanometers or less. For the purpose of this thesis, a nano-metric device 
is one whose dimensions are conveniently expressed in nanometers. At the nanoscale level, 
the physical, chemical, and biological properties of materials differ very much from the 
properties of the bulk matter [69-71].  The different properties enable the development of 
high density and complex functional materials and systems, which in many ways can 
improve our daily lives.  
Nanowires are one-dimensional structures that are cylindrical in shape, with length 
to diameter ratios often greater than 10³. Nanoparticles are zero-dimensional particles sized 
range from 1 nm to 100 nm. Nanowires and nanoparticles are highly functional structures 
with unique properties originate from their low dimensionalities [72-74]. Nanowires can 
be grown without any substrate, which result in no lattice mismatch and coefficient of 
thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch in these structures. So idea grow nanowires are free 
from strain, dislocations, and other structural defects. Due to their high surface to volume 





optical switch [78-80], ultraviolet nano-laser [81-83], biological sensor [84-86], chemical 
sensor [84, 87-89], solar cell [90-93], etc. In the cases of gas sensors, conduction through 
the nanowire is strongly affected by the chemical species adsorbed on the nanowire surface 
[94-97]. This property enables us to develop highly sensitivity chemical, gas and biological 
sensors as well as provide effective heat conduction and convection. As NWs can be dry-
etched through top-down approach from thin-films defined patterns by lithographic 
methods, they have the capability of integration with any developed Si fabrication plant. 
This opens up the possibility of integrating III-V compound semiconducting nanowire 
devices with conventional CMOS microelectronics. Detailed advantages of this fabrication 
method are listed in Table 1.2. Reduced dimensionality enhances optical, electrical and 
chemical properties of the nanowires. Nanoparticles research raises intense studies in 
application in biomedical [98-101], optical [102, 103] and sensing field [104-106]. 
Nanoparticle is the material size in between bulk and atomic or molecular levels. At this 
level, the surface properties of a material become significant. The interesting and 
unexpected properties of a material in the nanoparticle from are largely due to the large 
surface area to volume ratio. There are many way to synthesis nanoparticles, including 
attrition [107, 108], pyrolysis [109-111], hydrothermal [112-114] and sol-gel [115-118]. 
The PVD-RTA synthesis method developed in this dissertation maintains the nanoparticle 
uniform and is compatible with modern CMOS microelectronic processing platforms. 






2.2 Semiconductor Nanowires for Gas Sensing 
  Molecular trapping on nanowire surface changes the electrical properties 
(conductivity/resistivity) of the nanowire. For gas sensors, current will change when 
exposed to target analytes. Sensing properties of nanowire formed by silicon [119, 120], 
metals [121, 122], metal-oxides [123, 124], and polymers [125, 126] have been studied and 
reported. All prior studies successfully demonstrated that the nanowire sensors show 
enhancement in superior sensitivity, response time and catalytic efficiency because of large 
surface to volume ratio improve the reaction speed and provide more bonding sites. 
However, due to surface interaction of bare nanowire and gas are limited and non-specific, 
similar to nanowires’ bulk counterparts, bare nanowire exhibits the same lack of selectivity. 
Metal-oxide materials have good selectivity to certain type or group of chemical analytes. 
To maintain the high sensitivity and short respond time, nanoparticles and nanoclusters 
decoration on the nanowires structure are proposed to improve selectivity by the fine-tuned 







2.3 Properties of Gallium Nitride Nanowires 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 Band Structure of wurtzite GaN  
 
Gallium Nitride has direct band gap energy of 3.39eV at room temperature which 
is about 2 times higher than silicon or gallium arsenide (GaAs). Fig. 2.1 shows the band 
structure of wurtzite GaN [130, 131]. This wide band gap allows the GaN to work at high 
temperatures because the thermally driven electron-hole generation is low. The very strong 
gallium-nitrogen bond of GaN makes it robust and less vulnerable to corrosive chemicals 
and environment stress [132, 133]. GaN nanodevices are widely used in power electronics, 
space, and ultraviolet (UV) emission and high-temperature devices. GaN NWs of a range 
of bandgaps can be made by alloying and doping. This contrasts with carbon nanotubes 
with fixed bandgap. Also, carbon nanotubes still cannot be selective grown of 





other III-V compound semiconductor is that (unlike GaAs or InP) GaN has a low density 
of surface states, which will not pin the surface Fermi-level at a characteristic value. So 
GaN will lead to have a low minority carrier surface recombination velocity. So depositing 
different metal catalysts will have different surface depletion effects, which in turn will 
enable us to personally tailor the selectivity to certain analyte. 
To maximize the sensitivity of bare GaN nanowire sensors, the critical dimension 
of the nanowire (diameter) should have some dimensional restrictions. If were sensing 
changes in mobile charge density in accumulation layers, the sensor film thickness should 
be at most twice the extrinsic Debye length. The extrinsic Debye length, LD, for a 





Where ε is the dielectric constant, kB is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute 
temperature in kelvins, q is the elementary charge, and Nd is the density of dopants (either 
donors or acceptors).  
 Similarly, of we are sensing changes in depletion thickness, the sensor thickness 
should be on the order of the depletion depth. This is of course, a function of background 
doping concentration and surface charge induced bias. 
The GaN nanowire produced in this dissertation is n-type with donor density 
of 1017𝑐𝑚−3. At room temperature, the Debye length for the nanowire is approximately 
10 nm. The GaN nanowires grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique produce 





growth process. Optimized growth provides diameters in the range of 200nm to 350nm [58, 
136-138]. This dissertation uses an MOCVD method to grow GaN thin-films for the top-
down dry-etching. The catalyst-induced growth technique is better than the catalyst-free 
approaches. Because the MBE grows GaN always end up with un-intentionally n-type 
doping due to the volatile nitrogen species that generate the nitrogen vacancies [139]. MBE 
requires ultrahigh vacuum conditions and the relatively low growth temperature which 
reduces the surface atom mobility, leading to an increased defect density in the GaN epi-
layer [140]. MBE grown GaN will provide very limited sensitivity due to the heavily doped 
n-type background and defect densities. A top-down etched nanowire structure method 
from an ultra-low doped and high quality MOCVD GaN thin-film is proposed to overcome 
this lack of sensitivity. 
 
2.4 Metal-Oxides Thin-Film for Gas Sensing 
 In the field of gas detection, the use of thin-film metal-oxides helps achieve low 
cost, low power consumption, acceptable sensitivity and stability [141-143]. A typical thin-
film metal-oxide gas sensor and the sensing behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 [144]. The 
sensor structure is simple and easy for fabrication with interdigitated electrodes (IDE) 
deposited on metal-oxide thin-film. The metal-oxide sensors detect gases by the 
modulation of bulk or surface conductivity. This is reflected in the current flowing through 
the device. Metal-oxide gas sensors cover a wide range of detection capabilities including 
oxygen, explosive and toxic gases. However, so far, even the state-of-art level of metal-





assistance and require elevated working temperature. Sensitivity of the metal-oxide sensors 
is controlled by many factors. The sensor works by gases interacting with the metal-oxide. 
Under standard conditions, thin-film sensors exposed to oxygen or other reactants, these 
species absorbed on surface become charged, and deplete the surface of mobile charges. 
This formed space charge region usually reduces the effective conduction thickness of film. 
When the sensor exposed to a target gas, the absorbed oxygen will react through this 
depletion mechanism and cause further depletion or removal of the oxygen from the 
surface. A change of the effective conducting thickness is reflected in a reduced or 
increased conductivity, detectable by monitoring the current flowing through the film. 
Previous studies conclude three independent factors that controlled the thin-film sensors 
sensitivity: receptor function, transducer function and output resistance change as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.3 [144]. From the above described sensing mechanism, several 
conclusions can be made to summarize the mechanism of metal-oxide gas sensing: 
 The smaller crystalline size and thinner and more porous the metal-oxide films 
enhance the effect of conduction channel thickness modulation. This makes the 
device more sensitive. 
 It is important that the concentration of native surface states be minimized for a 
sufficient band bending modulation when metal-oxide responds to an analyte. 
 To achieve good sensing, the metal-oxide should be chosen so that the activation 
energy of chemisorption on the oxide surface is small and the energy of desorption 
should be high. This insures that there is a stable amount of gas absorbed during 
sensing period. So many oxides cannot work as a chemical-resistive sensor as they 





 Decorating the oxide with nanoparticles catalyzes the chemisorption of analyte onto 
the surface which lead to increasing of sensitivity, improving of sensing 
performance and tuning the selectivity. 
 Many other factors like crystalline facets, porosity of the material, dopants, surface 
defects can influence the sensor performance as well. 
  
 
Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram of a typical thin-film metal-oxide sensor and sensing behavior 
 
Fig. 2.3 Schematic diagram of the receptor, transducer and output resistance functions control the 







2.5 Properties of Metal-Oxide Nanoparticles 
 For the bulk semiconducting metal-oxide materials, the band gaps are normally 
wide and the material reactivity is low [145]. However, for nanoparticle (NP) sized metal-
oxides, the band gaps changes with the decreasing of the material size and this band gap 
modulation affects the chemical reactivity [146-148]. Metal-oxide nanoparticles are small 
in size, have high surface to volume ratio and in high density of corner/edge surface sites 
which result in unique physical and chemical properties. Solid-gas reactions mostly occur 
at the surface, interface regimes and grain boundaries of the solid. For nanoscale metal-
oxide, the unique structure and electronic surface properties result in a significant 
adsorption of analytes. Moreover, the presence of dominate phases, dangling bonds and 
oxygen vacancy sites in the oxide can enhance the chemical sensing selectivity of the 
system. One type of gas has different binding energies for different type of adsorption sites. 
The nanoparticle can achieve even higher and more efficient of conduction channel 
modulation than the thin-film nanostructure sensors. The presence of discrete atom-like 








2.6 Nanowire-Nanocluster hybrid sensing 
 For a bare nanowire (NW) two-terminal device, the sensitivity is limited by the wire 
diameter which is larger than Debye length and selectivity of the nanostructure is the same 
as bulk material. A nanowire-nanocluster (NWNC) hybrid sensor is made by decorating a 
NW surface with metal or metal-oxide nanoparticles (NPs) or nanoclusters (NCs). This 
enhances sensitivity and sharpens the selectivity. So, metal/metal-oxide NCs on a GaN NW 
will act as nanocatalysts, which will not only improve sensitivity and decrease the detection 
time, but also enable us to tailor the selectivity by using carefully selected metal/metal-
oxide nanoparticles.  Catalysts are used to lower the activation energy of corresponding 
reaction that produce ionized active radicals from the target absorbed analyte. And then the 
active radicals (e.g. H+, O−, OH− ) will spill-over to semiconductor surface with more 
effective charge carrier transfer. Spill-over and fermi-level control are the two very 
important effects when a catalyst put on a semiconductor surface [151-153]. Catalysts of 
metal deposited on the semiconductor surface will affect the Fermi-level of the material. A 
metal-semiconductor junction will form and the Fermi-level will be flat on the zero current 
state. The depletion region will be formed on the semiconductor, and the depletion width 
can be modulated by target gases molecules adsorbed on metal nanoparticles as long as the 
metal particle is small enough and the fermi-level of metal is sensitive to adsorbents. The 
current through NW will be modulated by the depletion region width [154-157]. Moreover, 
the NCs and NPs can create additional absorption sites on NW. By all means, NCs improve 
the sensitivity and tailor the selectivity of the NW sensing system. The NCs and NPs of 
metal-oxide can function as catalysts that lower the activation energy of a reaction, helping 





 In recent years, many researches have reported hybrid gas sensing nano-structures 
utilizing metal or metal-oxide NCs and NPs and decorate NWs or nanotubes. Leghrib et al. 
reported gas sensors detect NO and CO by tin dioxide (SnO2) NCs decorated on multiwall 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [158]. Duy et al. presented ethanol sensing at a working 
temperature of 250 ºC utilizing mixed SnO2 and TiO2 clusters on single wall carbon 
nanotubes (SWCNTs) [159]. Balzsi et al. demonstrated NO2 sensing with hybrid 
composites of hexagonal WO3 powder and metal decorated CNTs at room temperature 
[160]. Kuang et al. reported an increase in the sensitivity to H2S, CO, and CH4 based on 
SnO2 NW sensors by surface functionalization with ZnO and NiO NPs [161]. Zhang et al. 
utilized ZnO NWs decorated with Pt NPs to sense ethanol and got sensitivity three times 
higher than control group sensors that without Pt NPs decorations [162]. Chang et al. 
demonstrated ZnO NWs decorated with Au NPs to sense CO and got sensitivity enhanced 
significantly as well [127]. Dobrokhotov et al. designed GaN NWs decorated with Au NPs 
to sense N2 and CH4 [163]. Wright et al. fabricated Multiple GaN NWs decorated with Pd 
NPs for the detection of H2 in N2 carrier gas at room temperature [62].  
All the above research indicates that the NWNC hybrid sensors are promising. 
However, there are still many challenges and barriers to overcome:  
1. Most of the NWs are growing vertically by MBE/CVD methods, followed by 
sonication detachment and individually alignment to electrodes. These series of 
processes cannot maintain batch to batch uniformity. The yield issue and the non-






2. Most experiments use high operation temperatures (more than 250 °C). Only few 
reports show room temperature sensing, but the sensitivities reported are low and 
response time is long. Selectivity is limited to few numbers of chemicals.  
3. Very few research groups use air as carrier gas. For most of cases, oxygen in air will 






Chapter 3: Gallium Nitride Nanowire 
This chapter provides an overview of the proposed fabrication scheme for the single 
GaN NW array that subtractive processed by the top-down approach (dry / wet etching). 
Starting with a high-quality thin-film of GaN on sapphire wafer, followed by PECVD 
deposition of passivation layer, stepper lithography and ICP resistive metal mask 
deposition, ion milling and ICP dry etch. And KOH/H3PO4 wet etch post treatment was 
discussed in detail to remove the NW sidewall roughness and surface damage caused by 
former dry etching process. In the end, top contact metallization, bond pads deposition, 
packaging and wire bonding will be discussed for later characterization purpose. The 
single-nanowire two-terminal device has excellent UV detector behavior. 
Gallium Nitride (GaN) is a versatile semiconductor used in optical devices (light-
emitting diodes, laser diodes, UV sensors) and in power electronics (power switches, RF 
devices, and high power transistors) [164]. Due to its direct band gap and chemical and 
thermal stability, GaN nanowires (NWs) are gaining significant importance as chemical 
sensor elements [163, 165, 166].  
To date, most of GaN NWs devices are fabricated using chemical vapor deposition 
growth with a follow up detachment from the substrate and individual on-chip alignment. 
Due to the variation in morphology, dimensions, doping, and crystal quality, it is hard to 
control the quality of NWs grown via the bottom-up methods [167]. Besides, variations 
from a multi-step pick-and-place fabrication process result in a low yield of functioning 
devices. Thus, such a process has poor wafer-level integration capabilities, rendering mass-





down fabrication”, in which NWs are patterned on a uniform thin-film using standard 
lithography and etching. Vertically-aligned semiconductor NWs (nanorods, nanopillars or 
nanocolumns) have been demonstrated by such top-down methods [53, 168-171]. The 
heights of these nanostructures are limited by the thickness of the starting thin-film 
material, and they often exhibit tapering as a result of etching. On the contrary, 
horizontally-aligned NWs can be fabricated without any length limitations. For 
photodetectors and photovoltaic devices, vertically-aligned nanowires represent a high 
efficiency platform, whereas for chemical sensors horizontally-aligned nanowires are the 
optimal choice [84, 172, 173]. Due to its inherent inertness to most wet chemical etches, 
GaN nanostructures are commonly produced using dry etch techniques. However, high-
aspect ratio GaN structures achieved by plasma etching are often associated with extensive 
side wall damage, result in lower performance of the device [174].Therefore, producing 
damage-free nitride structures with a precisely-defined geometry over large area remains a 
challenge. 
By combining deep-UV projection lithography and inductively-coupled plasma 
(ICP) etching, this thesis demonstrates horizontally-aligned NWs etched from a GaN thin-
film grown on sapphire. Since the rough and tapered NW sidewalls due to dry etching 
create leakage current and limit NW performance [174], a post ICP potassium hydroxide 
(KOH) wet etching procedure was developed to smooth the NW walls. The KOH etching 
also allows us to control the final shape and dimensions of the NWs. The PL and current-
voltage (I-V) results verify the improved performance resulting from the KOH treatment. 
The top-down approach described here can potentially enable GaN NW and SMW 





development [55, 56, 175-178]. Different types of sensors such as chemical, gas and bio 
sensors can be fabricated using the top-down method. 
 
3.1 Fabrication of GaN Nanowire 
In modern nano-electronic and micro-electronic manufacture industry, a general 
fabrication technique should have the following desirable characteristics: availability to 
batch fabrication, compatibility with standard CMOS silicon process and suitability for a 
wide range of nanowire materials besides gallium nitride. So far, many literature reports 
on e-beam lithography, focused ion beam (FIB), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 
Dielectrophoresis manipulation and alignment of NWs, however, all of them cannot well 
fulfill above properties. The stepper/scanner projection lithography followed by 
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etch and KOH wet etch polishing can achieve the high 
yield and reproducibility on nanowire fabrication. The fabrication of well-defined and 
aligned NW by dry etching is shown in the process diagram Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. Fig. 3.1 
is a lift-off process and Fig. 3.2 is the alternative etch-back process. The following section 
demonstrates a high-throughput fabrication method of gallium nitride (GaN) nanowire 
(NW) and sub-micron wire (SMW) arrays using a combination of projection lithography, 
plasma etching, and post-plasma wet etching techniques. Photoluminescence (PL), field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), and I-V measurements were used to 
characterize the GaN NW/SMW devices. These NWs/SMWs can be used to create highly-





The length and width of the wires can be precisely customized. The length of the 
NW/SMW varied from 5 m to 5 mm and the width ranges from 100 nm to 500 nm. Such 
comprehensive control in the geometry of a wire is difficult to achieve with other 
fabrication methods. The post-plasma KOH wet etching greatly reduces the surface 
roughness of the GaN NW/SMW as well as improves the performance of devices. 
Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) and micro-electro-mechanical 
system (MEMS) devices can be incorporated with GaN NW/SMW arrays on a single chip 









Fig. 3.1 Schematic representation of the nanowire fabrication (metal mask by lift-off) process flow: 
(1)RCA cleaning of GaN on sapphire wafer, (2) SiN etch-mask deposited using PECVD, (3) spin-
coating of photo-resist stack of LOR3A and Ultra-i, (4) lithography use positive mask and 
development, (5) metal deposition by e-beam evaporator, (6) lift-off in 1165 photo-resist remover, 
(7) ICP etching to transfer the patter on GaN, (8) HF etching, RIE etching to remove metal and SiN 






Fig. 3.2 Schematic representation of the nanowire fabrication (metal mask by etch-back, 
subtractive) process flow: (1)RCA cleaning of GaN on sapphire wafer, (2) SiN etch-mask deposited 
using PECVD, (3) metal deposition by e-beam evaporator, spin-coating of photo-resist stack of 
LOR3A and Ultra-i, (4) lithography use negative mask and development, (5) metal mask etching 
by ion-milling (6) remove photoresist by 1165 photo-resist remover, (7) ICP etching to transfer the 
patter on GaN, (8) HF etching, RIE etching to remove metal and SiN etch masks, followed by 





3.1.1 GaN Thin-Film Growth 
 The thin-film growth of the base gallium-nitride was carried out at NTT Advanced 
Technology Corporation, Japan. Two different thicknesses of commercial intrinsic GaN 
epitaxial layers (NTT Advanced Technology) grown on c-plane sapphire were used in this 
study: 3 µm thick GaN films were used for characterization of the etch rate of ICP dry 
etching, optimization of wet etching and measurements of PL spectra; 1 µm thick GaN 
films were used in the optimization of the wet etching process as well as in I-V 
characterization. AlGaN is a buffer layer widely used to compensate lattice mismatch and 
reduce stress in the growing film, and thereby improves the crystalline quality of GaN on 
sapphire. For photodetector device, the layer structure is conventional high quality undoped 
1um GaN epitaxy growth on sapphire substrate with buffer layer of 500nm thick AlGaN. 
The composition of Al is 0.2 in AlGaN.    
3.1.2 Wafer Preparation 
 The starting material is a two-inch wafer of unintentionally-doped (UID) GaN on 
sapphire substrate with a-plane orientation. The wafer is rinsed in Acetone, Methanol and 
then Isopropanol (IPA) with ultra sound sonication for 2 minutes each solvent. The samples 
are rinsed, removing any unwanted debris and now ready for standard RCA cleaning. This 
is a standard cleaning procedure in semiconductor manufacturing. The substrate 
preparation is as follows: 
i. Immersion in RCA-1 solution formed with volume ratio of 5:1:1 H2O (DI Water) 
+ NH4OH (Ammonium Hydroxide) + H2O2 (Hydrogen Peroxide) at 80ºC for 10 





ii. A quick immersion into 50:1 solution of H2O + HF for removing thin oxide layer 
formed in last RCA-1 step. 
iii. Immersion in RCA-2 solution formed with volume ratio of 5:1:1 H2O (DI Water) 
+ HCl2 (Hydrochloric Acid) + H2O2 (Hydrogen Peroxide) at 80ºC for 10 minutes 
to remove metallic residues.  
In between each two steps, transfer wafer to DI water bath to clean surface solution 
residues. 
3.1.3 PECVD Passivation Layer 
 After cleaning the wafer, a passivation layer of 50nm SiNx is deposited uniformly 
on the wafer by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, Plasma-Therm 
Versaline). PECVD is a common technique used in insulating and passivation purpose 
quality layers for SiNx, SiO2, amorphous and polycrystalline silicon. PECVD is relatively 
cold process with normal deposition temperature of 100 ºC to 300ºC and uses energetic 
electrons from the plasma to dissociate the precursor gases. In my process an even lower 
temperature of 80ºC is used to deliver a fast deposition rate of 2nm/s. Normally the leakage 
current in PECVD oxides is higher than other high temperature CVD processes. So the 
PECVD formed thin-films cannot be used as a functional oxide such as MOSFET gate 
oxide. However, this is not an issue in my design as the layer is merely a passivation for 
protection of the GaN surface from metal mask (Ti) penetration caused contamination.  The 
layer of SiNx will eventually be removed after ICP dry etch. In our optimization, 50nm 





surface. The thickness of PECVD is double proofed by Nanospec Reflectometer 
(Nanometrics) and ellipsometry studies.   
3.1.4 Stepper Lithography 
 Stepper lithography is a well-developed nano-scale patterning technique used in 
mass production. It is highly efficient and less sophisticated than e-beam lithography. An 
ASML i-Line stepper (PAS 5500/275) is used for this process. A resolution of 280nm can 
be achieved with this tool. Stepper lithography definition of the NW structure starting with 
spin photo-resist and the detailed processes are shown below: 
i. Pre-bake wafer at 210ºC for 10 minutes to remove water and organic residues. Cool 
down wafer and nitrogen blow dry.  
ii. A bi-layer stack of photoresists (MicroChem LOR3A and Ultra-i) were used to 
support a lift-off process for the metal shadow mask structure. Spin coating of 
LOR3A at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds followed by 5 minutes bake at 210ºC was used. 
After cool down, a spin coated Ultra-i (4000 rpm for 45 seconds followed by 90 
seconds bake at 90ºC) layer was installed. 
iii. Stepper lithography with wafer bonding: bond a 2-inch wafer onto a carrier wafer, 
deep UV exposure with a 570 mJ/cm² of dose energy. 
iv. Post-bake on 110ºC hot plate for 90 seconds, cool down and followed by develop 
in Microposit MF-26A for 60 seconds. Rinsed in DI water and after this step the 
windows for metal deposition are opened. 
v. Reactive-ion Etching (RIE, Unaxis 790) and descum with a 30sccm flow rate of 





3.1.5 Shadow Mask Metal Layer Deposition and Lift-Off 
 A bi-layer metal stack (50nm of titanium and 120nm of nickel) is used to form the 
shadow mask. Titanium is a good adhesive layer between GaN and nickel, and nickel is 
resistive under ICP chlorine etching. The Denton Infinity 22 E-beam Evaporator is used to 
deposit the metal.  After deposition, wafers were immersed in 1165 or remover PG solvent 
with gentle Q-tip sweep for lift-off. Clean with acetone, methanol, IPA and DI water.  
3.1.6 ICP Chlorine Dry Etch 
 An Oxford Plasmalab 100 is used in the ICP etching process, with a combination 
of 25 sccm of Chlorine, 5 sccm of Nitrogen and 1 sccm of Argon under condition of 40ºC 
temperature, 5 mTorr pressure, RF power of 300W and ICP power of 800W for 5 minutes. 
Several GaN layers (3 µm thickness) were ICP etched for different times to calibrate the 
etch rate. The etched thickness was measured by a profilometer and the data summary is 
shown in Fig. 3.3. Black dots show the original data, and the regression linearization 
analysis (green line) gives the dry etching rate of 428.9 nm/min. Based on this rate, an 3 
min etching was performed on the 1 µm GaN/500 nm AlGaN films to fabricate the 
nanowire devices. The AlGaN etch rate is slightly slower than that of GaN, due to the 
sapphire is pretty resistive to chlorine etching, a little over etching estimation time was 
used. And in this ICP etch process, the SiNx un-covered by Ti/Ni layer is easily etched 
away at the beginning of the process. So, in consideration of these two reasons, the 






Fig. 3.3 ICP etch depth as a function of the etching time 
(The original data are shown by black dots, and the linear fit presented by the green line) 
 
3.1.7 Metal Mask and SiNx Removal 
Part of the metal mask is etched during ICP, and the remaining portions can be 
removed by immersion in HF/HNO3/DIW (1:1:10) solution for 10 minutes. The SiNx layer 






3.1.8 Potassium Hydroxide Surface Treatment 
After ICP etch, the ideal cross section should be a rectangular shape. However, the 
actual shape is tapered as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows (see Fig. 3.4). 
Plasma etching creates a textured vertical lines structure on the NW, increasing surface 
roughness. This sidewall texture causes the formation of surface defects as the SEM image 
shows.  These surface defects will generate surface states and effect sensor’s sensitivity 
and selectivity. The top side is smooth due to the protection of the SiNx and Ti/Ni mask 
layer. To achieve ideal NW with smooth side walls, we can remove this roughness by 
adding an additional polishing step. This wet treatment step consists of a Potassium 
Hydroxide (KOH) etch. Wafer was immersed in 10% KOH in ethylene glycol (EG) solvent 
at 80ºC for 2 hours, the SEM image of smoothing, additive selection and optimization will 
be discussed in the next section. 
 
Fig. 3.4 SEM images of a nanowire section after ICP etch. (a) plan-view, (b) 45 tilted. The top 






3.2 Potassium Hydroxide Wet Etching 
 The vertical texture on the sidewalls formed by plasma bombardment is obvious 
and hard to remove in situ dry etching process. To remove the surface defects, KOH wet 
etching methods are explored with different etching temperatures, solvent compositions, 
additives and times. 
 
3.2.1 Wet Etching Temperatures 
The samples were etched for 10min in a 10% KOH in deionized water (DIW) 
solution at 40 °C, 60 °C and 80 °C. PL measurements were conducted before and after 
KOH etching as well as on the control sample (pristine GaN film). In Fig. 3.5, intensities 
are normalized with respect to peaks at impurity-related PL peak near 420 nm (Fig. 3.5a) 
and near-band edge (NBE) of 355 nm (Fig. 3.5b). Surface defects are created during the 
ICP etch, which are non-radiative recombination centers, results in the decreasing of the 
NBE emission compared to the impurity-related PL peaks at 420 nm and 600 nm. The 
subsequent KOH etch removes the ICP-damaged layers from the sidewall surfaces and 
remarkably reduces the surface non-radiative recombination centers density. After etching 
at 80 °C, the overall shape of the PL spectrum of GaN NW surface resembles that of the 







Fig. 3.5 Room-temperature PL measurements of GaN NWs.  (a) Intensities are normalized with 
respect to impurity-related PL peak near 420 nm (b) Intensities are normalized with respect to the 







3.2.2 Wet Etching Solvents 
 
Fig. 3.6 SEM Images of NWs after KOH in different solvents. The first row indicates the a-plane 
and m-plane wires under study. The second row shows the conjoined parts. This is a short a-plane 
NW connects two m-plane NWs. For DIW and IPA solvents, a-plane NWs were over-etched and 
disconnected after treatment. Blue dash lines indicate the original NW sidewall positions before 
the treatment. Yellow dash lines indicate that the final sidewall positon after treatment. The m-
planes replaced the original a-plane at the inner loop of the part because of a higher etch rate on the 
a-plane (in contrast to the m-plane.) For the EG solvent, NWs were not severely etched after the 
treatment. This result shows that the KOH in EG solvent is the best candidate for isotropic etching 
among the three explored.  
 
The 10% KOH in DIW etchant used above shows the improvement of PL intensity 
at 80 °C. However, the KOH in DIW shows aggressive etching of the a-plane of GaN, 
leading to an anisotropic etching profile as shown in the first column of Fig. 3.6. To address 





and ethylene glycol (EG) , were studied in order to find a truly isotropic etch, one that is 
more controllable when used in batch fabrication.  
All three groups were studied under the same conditions: 10 min etching at 80 °C. 
PL measurements were conducted after treatment. These results are similar to those shown 
in Fig. 3.5 (purple line). SEM images (Fig. 3.6) reveal different etching rates of different 
facets: for the top surfaces (c-plane) of GaN NWs, etching was not observable for all three 
cases. The sidewalls of the NWs (a-plane and m-plane) were found to be more easily 
attacked by KOH.  
Generally speaking, the a-plane is less stable than m-plane due to a higher surface 
energy [179, 180], so the etching rate is faster on a-plane than on the m-plan. SEM images 
(Fig. 3.6) show NWs disconnected at several points after etching with KOH in DIW, while 
m-plane NWs remain the same. Thus, we conclude KOH in DIW etches a-plane much 
faster than the other solutions. A high reaction rate is not favorable in achieving the smooth 
etched surfaces [181, 182]. An organic solvent addition, such as IPA or EG,  slows down 
the a-plane etching process and making it comparable in rate to m-plane etching in order 
to achieve “isotropic” etching. The organic solvent contained in the solution plays an 
important role in the etching process. The organic molecules will selectively adhere to 
some crystallographic planes (a-plane in our case), thereby hindering the access of etching 
agent (KOH) and slowing down the corresponding plane’s etching rate. KOH in IPA 
etching shows an improvement in the isotropy of the etch process. IPA can slow down the 
etch rate of a-plane. However, it still etches faster than the m-plane. KOH in EG etching 
shows the most isotropic result since both a-plane and m-plane end up with the same NW 





before treatment by blue dashed lines. It is obvious that the a-plane etches faster than m-
plane NWs in DIW and IPA. The high magnification image of the 90° bend parts proves 
this fact. The inner side of the NWs is etched to m-planes with 120° inter-planar angles 
between them. This is highlighted by the yellow dashed line in these figures. These results 
show that KOH in EG solvent is the best candidate for an isotropic etching for GaN. 
 
3.2.3 Wet Etching Time 
A series of studies of etching times from 10 min to 5 h based on the optimized 
condition of 10% KOH in EG at 80 °C were conducted. SEM images were taken to observe 
the NW sidewall surface roughness changes with the increasing etching time. Fig. 3.4 
shows the control group without wet etching treatment. Sidewalls were rough created by 
plasma bombardment can be clearly seen. Fig. 3.7 shows a set of SEM images of NW 
sidewalls after wet etching of 10 min, 20 min, 2 h, and 3 h. The NWs had similar surface 
morphology with etching times greater than 3 h etching. Both 2 h and 3 h of etching show 
smooth sidewalls. Comparing Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.7 (a) we conclude KOH goes into the 
deep trenches to widening them and causing the vertical textures to become more 
pronounced at the beginning of the wet etching.  After that, the horizontal textures and 
steps on the tapered sidewall become visible. The horizontal and vertical texture “cut” the 
sidewalls into “brick-like” blocks (Fig. 3.7 (b)). These convex block textures are attacked 
by KOH with further wet etching and decreases the size into smaller convex spots (Fig. 3.7 
(c)). After 3 h of etching, the convex structures largely disappeared, ending up with smooth 





lines, of GaN and AlGaN are identified easily on the smooth sidewall. The original 
sidewall’s position before wet etching can be determined by a KOH resistive nucleation 
layer as highlighted with blue dash lines.  
 
Fig. 3.7 (a)-(d) correspond to different etching times from 10 min to 3 h under condition of 10% 
KOH in EG  at 80 °C. Blue dash lines in (c) and (d) indicate the original NW sidewall position 
before the treatment. Yellow dash lines in (c) and (d) indicate the interface between GaN and 





3.3 Electrical Characterization 
3.3.1 Ohmic Contact Formation 
3.3.1.1 Photolithography  
Photolithography is a well-developed sub-micro and micro-structure tool in mass 
production industry, comparing to stepper, it is contact alignment and use UV. MA6 Front 
and Back Contact Aligner (Suss Microtec) is used for this process, resolution of sub-micro 
can be achieved. The fabrication process of photolithography definition of ohmic contact 
structure starting with spin photo-resist is detailed below: 
i. Pre-bake wafer at 210ºC for 10 minutes to remove water and other organic residue. 
Cool down wafer and nitrogen blow.  
ii. A bi-layer stack of photoresists (MicroChem LOR3A and Microposit S1813) were 
used to support a lift-off process for the ohmic contact metal. Spin coated LOR3A 
at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds was use as a first layer, followed by 5 minutes bake at 
210ºC. We next spin coated S1813 at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds followed by a 60 
second bake at 115ºC. 
iii. UV exposure with 90 mJ/cm² dose energy. 
iv. Post-bake on 115ºC hot plate for 60 seconds, cool down and followed by develop 
in Microposit MIF-319 for 60 seconds. Rinsed in DI water and after this step the 





v. Reactive-ion Etching (RIE, Unaxis 790) was followed by a descum with 30sccm 
flow rate of oxygen for 30 seconds to clean up the remaining developed resist 
residue.  
3.3.1.2 Ohmic Contact Metal Deposition and Lift-Off 
 A Ti/Al/Ti/Au metal stack has been reported by many researchers as a low-
resistance ohmic contact to n-GaN [183-185]. In this process, even with undoped GaN, the 
Ti (40nm) /Al (100nm) /Ti (40nm) /Au (40nm) exhibit linear I-V characteristics. A 
Ti/Al/Ti/Au metal stack was deposited in the Denton Infinity 22 E-beam Evaporator. 
 Titanium and aluminum based metallization schemes have been successfully used 
to form ohmic contacts of GaN. For the Ti/Al/Ti/Au stack of layers, the first Ti layer aiming 
to have a good contact due to its high sticking coefficient to the semiconductor surface, so 
it is Titanium adhesive layer. In order to form a good ohmic contact, the work function of 
the contact metal has to be matched with the electron affinity of the semiconductor or near. 
Ti has a work function of 4.33eV which is very close to the electron affinity of GaN 
(4.1eV). GaN surfaces have a very high chemisorption affinity for oxygen. As a result, a 
thin native oxide layer will form on surface of GaN. This layer can insulate the GaN from 
the metal. However, Ti has the great advantage of reducing the GaN native surface oxide 
by alloying. Ti can dissolve small amounts of oxygen and still remain in a stable α-Ti phase. 
During high temperature annealing, N out-diffuses from GaN to form TiN and the nitrogen 
vacancies in GaN act as donors. In that case, the undoped GaN will become heavily doped 
at the metal semiconductor interface. This further improves the ohmic contact lowering 
resistance even further. Aluminum, as the second layer has a thickness of 100nm. This 





in between the aluminum and the gold layers to prevent or minimize metal diffusion under 
high temperature RTA process afterwards. Top layer of gold (Au) is noble metal and used 
to prevent oxidation and corrosion of the metal stacks. 
 After deposition, lift-off is accomplished by immersion in 1165 or remover PG 
solvent accompanied by a gentle Q-tip sweep. Finally, wafer was cleaned with acetone, 
methanol, IPA and DI water.  
 
3.3.1.3 Rapid Thermal Annealing 
 Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) is employed for ohmic contact formation of metal 
stack and GaN. High performance ohmic contact is essential to operation of nanowire 
devices. In RTA, the wafer is placed inside a thin quartz chamber with halogen lamps 
surrounding it. The temperature rise is fast (as high as 25ºC per seconds). The rapid rise of 
temperature generates stress in the nanowire device leading to a structural breakdown and 
re-bonds. The wafer ambient is 6000 sccm of ultra-pure Ar. The RTA is performed at 
700ºC for 30 seconds. The temperature ramp rate is set to 100ºC per minute. Slow rise rate 
is set to make sure the GaN, metal stack and metal-oxide are given enough time to reach 
equilibrium while keeping a low stress level. This RTA process generates a well-
functioning, low resistance ohmic contact.  
 
3.3.2 IV Characterization 
 The electrical properties of the no KOH treatment control group NWs and a 2 h 





under UV (355 nm wavelength, 48 µW/cm² intensity) illumination. Due to the high 
resistivity of intrinsic GaN, dark currents measured in the pA range (from 10 pA to 100 
pA). With UV excitation, resistances tend to increase with increasing NW length, shown 
in Fig. 3.8. The KOH treated NWs show lower resistance compared to those which not 
KOH treated and of the same length under UV excitation. This enhancement becomes more 
significant as the NW length decreases. This phenomenon can be explained either by the 
suppression of the non-irradiative recombination process due to surface improvement or 
the surface treatment may lead to a lower barrier resistance and form the ideal ohmic 
contacts. 
 





3.3.3 UV Response 
UV photocurrent measurements were conducted with 200 µm and 1000 µm NWs. 
For both lengths, NWs with and without KOH wet etching samples compared. The same 
UV source intensity and voltage biases were used for 5 cycles, 2 min for each cycle (1 min 
UV on and 1 min off). Fig. 3.9 shows the response of the NWs’ conductance to this cycle. 
Note: the NW is almost insulating without UV exposure. For the same dimension, surface-
treated NWs show almost 3 times higher current under UV exposure. Furthermore, the UV 
response is proven to be repeatable and reliable over multiple cycles. 
 
Fig. 3.9 UV photocurrent transient measurement of 200 m and 1000 m long NWs with and 





3.4 Chapter Conclusion 
In this study, methods and techniques to reliably and reproducibly fabricate 
different lengths of alignment-free, horizontal nanowire arrays for various applications 
were presented. Stepper lithography, ICP etching and KOH wet etching techniques were 
used to ensure mass production capability and competitive performance to conventional 
bottom-up nanowires. Different wet etching temperatures, solvents, and times were 
explored for surface improvement of NWs. PL, SEM and I-V characterization were used 
to show wet etching is necessary for optimal GaN NW devices. On the basis of our 
experimental results, this NW fabrication method shows promise, potentially enabling 
mass production of sensors, optical and power devices based on single NW structures. The 
top-down approach described here enables GaN NW and SMW to be integrated with LEDs, 
micro-pumps, micro heaters to provide useful sensor structures. Many sensors (chemical, 
gas and biology) using bottom-up GaN NWs can be benefit from the top-down approach. 






Chapter 4: Metal-Oxide Nanoclusters and Thin-Films 
This chapter describes the optical, electrical and structural characterization effort 
for analyzing the metal-oxide nanoclusters (MONCs) and the corresponding thin-films. 
Surface morphology and microstructure of the MONCs was characterized by scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM). The crystallinity and 
phase analysis was assessed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and auger electron spectroscope 
(AES). The element composition of thin-film was studied by energy dispersive 
spectrometer (EDS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Electrical 
characterization of the thin-film was performed by measuring the current-voltage (I-V) 
curves by Agilent B1500A and S4200 semiconductor parameter analyzer.  
 
4.1 Fabrication of Metal-Oxide and Metal Nanoclusters 
Deposition of NCs is a tricky part because on one hand, sufficient amount of fully 
functioning NCs and high surface coverage can provide high sensitivity; on the other hand, 
over deposition will cause isolated island of metal-oxide coalesce into a conducting film. 
Two methods are mainly considered, sputtering followed by RTA process of NCs and spin-
coating of chemically synthesized NPs. 
The Denton Vacuum Discovery 550 is used for sputtering each metal-oxide NCs. 
High purity metal-oxide targets were used and RF magnetron sputtering sources at different 
substrate temperatures with a wide range of  Ar/O2 flow rate and RF/DC power were 
optimized. For metal-oxides, rapid thermal annealing (RTA) after the deposition is 





types of metal-oxides and metals are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. The detailed 
optimization process will be covered in the following section. Take TiO2 for example, the 
TiO2 NCs were prepared by RF sputtering of a TiO2 target using Denton Vacuum 
Discovery 550 system. The base pressure was maintained below 2E-6 Torr. The substrate 
temperature was fixed at 325 ˚C to increase the mobility of arriving particles. Ar gas flow 
of 50 sccm and RF power of 100 W was used to yield a low deposition rate. The RTA 
process at 700 ˚C for 30 sec in Ar gas ambient was conducted right after the deposition. 




























TiO2 100 325 240 50 0 700 30 100 
SnO2 200 90 300 20 30 700 30 100 
WO3 30 325 180 50 0 700 30 100 
Fe2O3 100 300 300 40 0 700 30 100 
V2O5 80 90 300 36 4 300 30 100 
ZnO 100 90 300 50 0 700 30 100 













Pt 20 25 60 20 0 
Pd 20 25 60 20 0 
Au 20 25 60 20 0 
Ag 20 25 60 20 0 





4.2 Process Optimization by I-V Characterization 
The sputter deposition of a material from nothing on bare substrate to thin-film on 
substrates includes 4 phases. The deposition process start with forming small nucleation 
and isolated particles, the further deposition will bring more energized particles with 
certain level of mobility on the surface to adhere on early formed particles and form grains. 
Further deposition will make the grains grow and finally grain boundaries start merging 
and form amorphous thin-film. Considering the NCs have larger surface to volume ratio 
than continuous thin-film. And Isolated NPs have less deposition surface coverage 
percentage than NCs. Both of the case will decrease the surface sites density and ergo 
decrease the sensitivity of the sensor devices. The ideal NCs should be the deposition phase 
that in between the early isolated NPs phase and the final conductive thin-film phase.  
It is challenging to precisely control the process because the threshold thickness of 
general metal-oxide forming thin-films from isolated NCs is around 1 to 4 nm (based on 
my optimization data). The crystal sensor that in situ detects the sputter deposition 
thickness is unreliable in this ultra-low thickness region.  Optimization experiment with 
extremely low deposition rates were designed and run more multiple times to ensure the 
reproducibility and reliability.  
4.2.1 I-V Measurement for Fast Optimization 
A new method based on conductivity measurement was developed to shorten the 
optimization turnaround time. For the metal-oxide thin-film fabricated by sputtering the 
metal-oxide target with oxygen absent or deficient condition, the sputtered metal-oxide is 





considered as n-type dopant in metal-oxide semiconductor. Optimization experiments were 
run on prepared samples with pre-deposited electrodes instead of bare sapphire wafer or 
real NW samples. By applying a voltage bias on the electrode pair and measuring the 
current level, each sample can be told whether the used recipe forms NCs or thin-film right 
away. This approach is fast by avoiding huge amount of time in SEM imaging of the NCs 
on NW or substrate samples. Examples of TiO2 and WO3 optimization current-voltage 
plots are shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2.  
 
Fig. 4.1 I-V measurement of different thickness of TiO2 






























Fig. 4.2 I-V measurement of different thickness of WO3 
(8 mil and 16 mil stands for electrode distances and are converted to 200 m and 400 m 
respectively) 
 
It is obvious that the threshold deposition time for TiO2 and WO3 are 360s and 
120s. The corresponding thicknesses calculated from deposition rate are 6 nm and 3 nm 
respectively. The deposition rate is calibrated from thick film deposited for a long time. 
 
4.2.2 Inspection of Optimized Nanoclusters 
The finally NCs fabricated by the optimized recipes was inspected with SEM and 
AFM microscopy imaging. Fig.4.3 shows the AFM images of TiO2 NCs deposition 


























plot the surface morphology. The imaging technology can scan critical dimension down to 
nanometer range by height variation. But the technique cannot distinguish between 
different materials, especially when the different surfaces exhibit little height variations. 
SEM imaging can distinguish two different materials by their different atomic masses and 
by mass density changes. Fig. 4.4 shows the SEM images of SnO2 NCs formed by the 5 
nm deposition and the continuous SnO2 film formed by the 7 nm deposition. Similar SEM 
images of WO3 NCs (1 nm and 4 nm) on sapphire substrate are shown in Fig.4.5.  
 
 
Fig. 4.3 AFM images of TiO2 NCs with low and high surface coverage percentage 
 
   
Fig. 4.4 SEM images of SnO2 NCs and thin-film formed by 5 nm and 7 nm deposition 
 
SnO2 (5nm)  SnO2 (7nm)  






Fig. 4.5 SEM images of WO3 NCs with low and high surface coverage percentage 
4.3 Metal-Oxide Thin-Film Gas Sensors and Gas Sensing Database 
Metal-oxides are well known for sensitive and active in surface bonding with 
chemical molecules. With the heat or photon assistances, the metal-oxide can split or 
activate the adsorbates to reactive ions or radicals and enhance the chemical reaction as 
catalysis. Water split with metal-oxide NPs to generate hydrogen and oxygen is one of the 
promising applications based on that theory [186-188]. Many synthesis uses metal-oxide 
for low temperature and selective purpose [189, 190]. Lots of toxic gases are decomposed 
by metal-oxide catalysts [191-193]. Different crystal orientation and phase of NCs surface 
will have different bonding sites for corresponding chemical gases. The ideal candidates 
for each metal-oxide surface would be the gases that have higher adsorption energies than 
desorption energies. In this case, there will be a net amount of adsorbed gases when statistic 
equilibrium reaches.  
The properties of metal-oxide surfaces and the sensing capabilities were studied by 
characterizing the thin-film sensors and the thin-films. The thin-films were prepared 
exactly the same way with NCs but deposition for a longer time to ensure the deposition 
100 nm 100 nm 





thickness beyond the threshold which was calibrated in the last section. The thin-film 
samples were characterized by XRD and ellipsometer for the phase and band-gap 
properties. The thin-film sensors were put into the gas sensing chambers (details in chapter 
7) and run multiple gases for sensing capability characterization. A small database was 
established base on the gas sensing results. The links between each metal-oxide material 
to all the sensitive gases were generated.  
The thin-film sensing study illustrates an idea that highly selective sensors cannot 
rely on single metal-oxide NCs. Mixing of metal-oxides and metals is a clear path to fine 
tune the selectivity of a high performance gas sensor.    
4.3.1 Thin-Film Sensor Preparation 
The thin-film sensor structure of each sample is shown in Fig. 4.6. Metal-oxide 
thin-film was deposited onto a sapphire wafer using the recipe mentioned in NCs 
fabrication. A longer deposition time was used to ensure the formation of thin-film. Take 
TiO2 thin-film sensor as an example, a 50 nm thickness was deposited. An extra dummy 
wafer for later thin-film characterization was deposited at the same time. After the RTA 
process, interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) were patterned on the metal oxide thin-films. 
 











4.3.2 Thin-Film Characterization 
XRD of different metal-oxide thin-films were studied. The study of thin-films can 
reveal the crystalline phase of NCs in a certain level. The XRD of TiO2 thin-film revealed 
the anatase phase dominates. Fig. 4.7 shows XRD patterns of the 50 nm TiO2 thin-film 
coated on silicon substrate, the diffraction peaks arising exclusively from anatase phase. 
The inset figure confirms the XRD pattern of peaks of silicon substrate.  
 
 







4.3.3 Gas Sensing Database 
 
 Table 4.3 Gas sensing database for metal-oxides  
 
Table 4.3 shows the database that links each metal-oxide material to all the 
responsive target gases. It is clear that the thin-film sensor has the limitation in selectivity, 
single type of metal-oxide material generally responses to multiple gases. Take TiO2 thin-
Thin-Film Material Sensitive Gas(es) Non-Sensitive Gas(es) 
TiO2 Benzene, Toluene, 
Ethylbenzene, Xylene, NO2, 
NH3 
CO, CO2, HCN 
WO3 NH3, NO2  
SnO2 NO2, CO, Methanol, Ethanol, 
Isopropanol 
 
Fe2O3 CO  
CoO NO, NO2  
CuO H2S, HCN CO, NH3, Methanol, Ethanol, 
Xylene 
TiO2 / Pt H2  
TiO2 / Pd H2  
TiO2 / Fe H2S  
TiO2 / Cu CO, CO2  
SnO2 / Pd H2  
SnO2 / Fe H2S  
SnO2 / Cu Cl2, HCl, HCN  





film sensor as an example. It shows response to nitrogen dioxide gas as well as organic 
gases (methanol, ethanol, and aromatic compound). Fig. 4.8 shows the TiO2 thin-film 
sensor respond to 250 ppm NO2 under UV exposure (wavelength 365 nm, intensity 468 
W/cm²) and in dark. The sensor was introduced to 250 ppm NO2 for 5 min of sensing 
period followed by 5 min of breathing air. It is obvious that NO2 sensing behavior is 
enhanced by UV irradiation. Fig. 4.9 shows the TiO2 thin-film sensor responses to different 
concentrations of NO2 under UV irradiation.  
 
 





              
Fig. 4.9 TiO2 thin-film response to 100 ppm, 250 ppm and 500 ppm NO2 
 






 Thin-film sensors have limitations in selectivity, generally a single type of metal-
oxide thin-film responses to multiple gases. Fig. 4.10 shows the same TiO2 thin-film sensor 
can response to low concentration alcohol gases with high sensitivity. The sensing signal 
never achieved steady state which a stable and saturated current when sensing even after a 
long time sensing exposure (30 min, Fig. 4.11). The TiO2 thin-film sensor respond to 
Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene and Xylene (BTEX) is shown in Fig. 4.12. A drifting 
baseline current is obvious in the figure, which further proof the thin-film sensors normally 
degrade sensing capability with the time. Similar baseline current drifting and sensitivity 
degradation was observed in WO3 thin-film sensor for ammonia sensing (Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 
4.14). Fig. 4.13 is the WO3 thin-film on KOH treated GaN surface and Fig. 4.14 is on the 







Fig. 4.11 TiO2 thin-film sensor 30 min exposure to methanol 
 






Fig. 4.13 WO3 thin-film sensor response to ammonia (NH3) 
 





4.4 Thin-Film Photodiodes 
A self-powered ultraviolet photodetector based on p-NiO and n-ZnO was fabricated 
using the sputtering technique on indium doped tin oxide (ITO) coated plastic polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) substrates. The p-n junction showed photo response with quantum 
efficiency over 63% under UV illumination at an applied reverse bias of 1.2V. The 
engineered ultrathin Ti/Au top metal contacts and UV transparent PET/ITO substrates 
allowed the PDs to be illuminated through either frontside or backside. Morphology, 
structural, chemical and optical properties of sputtered NiO and ZnO films were also 
investigated. 
As a representative II-VI group semiconductor, ZnO is intrinsically n-type with 3.3 
eV direct bandgap, 60 mV exciton binding energy, and additionally high radiation and 
chemical resistance [194, 195]. For the UV PD applications, junctions that are composed 
of ZnO have been investigated extensively due to the excellent electrical and optical 
properties of ZnO [196-199]. Despite the advantage of simple fabrication process as well 
as low stray capacitance, high internal gain of ZnO based Schottky and metal-
semiconductor-metal PDs, p-n junction structure appears to be more promising due to its 
stability, low or zero bias currents, high impedance, lower applied filed, and faster response 
[195, 200].  
The PDs have been fabricated on PET substrates using the RF sputtering method 
and the deposited thin films/devices have been characterized. Fig. 4.15 shows the 
schematic of the device structure whereas Fig. 4.16 shows the optical image of the same, 






Fig. 4.15 Schematic of the p-NiO/n-ZnO PD on PET/ITO substrate 
 
Fig. 4.16 The fabricated device exhibiting flexibility and transparency 
In Fig. 4.17, grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) measurements of the 
fabricated device show all the diffraction peaks that can be assigned as cubic NiO (JCPDS-
78-0643) or hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure (JCPDS 36-1451), accordingly. Fig. 4.18 
shows the bandgaps of the NiO and ZnO thin films with Tauc plots measured by UV-vis 
spectroscopy. The bandgaps are estimated by extrapolating the linear region of the Tauc 
plots of (αhν)² versus hν to hν = 0, where α is the absorption coefficient and hν is the photon 
energy. The estimated bandgaps are 3.74 eV and 3.25 eV for NiO and ZnO, respectively. 





and will determine the rising and falling edges of the EQE patterns under various reverse 
bias voltages. 
 
Fig. 4.17 ERD scans taken from the fabricated devices  
 





 The Fig. 4.19 illustrates the mechanism of the self-powered PDs through the band 
diagrams of the fabricated device. Under UV illumination, electron-hole pairs are 
generated in the depletion region of the device. At the interface of NiO and ZnO films, the 
built-in electric field across the depletion region separates the photo generated electron-
hole pairs and drives them out of the depletion region. The drifted electrons then diffuse 
through the ZnO layer to be collected at the Ti/Au cathode. Similarly, the photo generated 
holes reach to the ITO anode through the NiO layer. Figure 4.20 shows the current-voltage 
(I-V) characteristics of p-NiO/n-ZnO heterojunction device in the dark and under UV 
illumination from the backside (PET/ITO) at room temperature. The applied voltage ranges 
from −1.2 V to 1.2 V, where the positive voltage means reversed bias. The diode shows an 
obvious rectifying behavior and a rectification ratio of ≈111 at ±1.2 V is calculated from 
the dark current.  
 






Fig. 4.20 Diode characteristic of the PD 
 
 Fig. 4.21 shows the temporal response of the fabricated photodetectors under 
illumination of 365 nm UV at room temperature. The photocurrent increases very rapidly 
upon exposure to UV radiation, stays essentially constant during the UV exposure, and 
decays much faster when UV is turned off. The rise time (tr) for the photocurrent to reach 
from 10% to 90% of its maximum value is ≈323 ms and the decay time (td) for the 
photocurrent to decrease from 90% to 10% of the peak value is ≈12 ms. The slow response 
of the PD is related to strong carrier trapping. These photoconductors exhibit comparable 
or better temporal response than other oxide based PDs [201, 202], indicating high quality 














4.5 Spin Coating of Nanoparticles and Solution-Processed Thin-Film Photodiodes 
Both sputter deposition of NCs and spin-coating of NPs were studied. The final 
sensor process picked the sputter deposition over spin-coating chemical synthesized NPs 
even though NPs have smaller size and larger surface to volume ratio than NCs. The 
decision was made from process integration point of view. Spin-coating process doesn’t 
have a conformal and uniform coverage of NPs on 3-D and high aspect ratio wafer 
structures like high-wall NWs and deep-trench windows. But the spin-coating method has 
advantage in low-cost, so that it can be used for thin-film and NPs deposition on plane 
wafer and low aspect ratio substrates. The solution-processed thin-films were explored and 
spin-coated on transparent glass substrate. The fabricated p-n junctions were proved novel 
photodiodes. 
 Solution-processed p−n heterojunction photodiodes have been fabricated based on 
transition-metal oxides in which NiO and ternary Zn1−xMgxO (x = 0−0.1) have been 
employed as p-type and n-type semiconductors, respectively. Composition-related 
structural, electrical, and optical properties are also investigated for all the films. We 
observed that the bandgap of Zn1−xMgxO films can be tuned between 3.24 and 3.49 eV by 
increasing Mg content. The fabricated highly visible-blind p−n junction photodiodes show 
an excellent rectification ratio along with good photo response and quantum efficiency 
under ultraviolet (UV) illumination. With an applied reverse bias of 1 V and depending on 
the value of x, the maximum responsivity of the devices varies between 0.22 and 0.4 A/W 
and the detectivity varies between 0.17 × 1012  and 2.2 × 1012  cm (𝐻𝑧)1/2/𝑊 . The 
photodetectors show an excellent UV-to-visible rejection ratio. Compositional non-





in photo response and X-ray analysis data. This paper demonstrates a simple solution 
process, low cost, band tunable photodiodes with excellent figures of merit operated under 
low bias.   
 Transition-metal oxide (TMO) UV PDs was fabricated by solution-process of p-
NiO and n-Zn1−xMgxO (x = 0−0.1) layers on conductive fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) 
covered glass substrates. Sol−gel Zn1−xMgxO thin films show a hexagonal wurtzite type 
of crystalline structure and no significant change of grain morphology for all the films 
studied. The devices show prominent but tunable UV photo response with various Mg 
contents consistent with the bandgap of alloyed ZnO. For higher Mg content (x = 0.1), 
compositional non-uniformity has been observed over the film which is manifested in the 
device’s optical properties. 
4.5.1 Experiment Details 
For NiO, nickel acetate tetrahydrate was dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol and 
monoethanolamine (MEA) in a glass vial. Similarly, Zn1−xMgxO precursor solution was 
prepared separately using zinc acetate tetrahydrate and magnesium acetate tetrahydrate in 
the same solvents. The molar ratio of 𝑁𝑖2+:MEA or (𝑍𝑛2++𝑀𝑔2+):MEA was maintained 
at 1:1 in the solution. The concentration of 𝑀𝑔2+ was adjusted to form Zn1−xMgxO thin 
films with x ranging from 0 to 0.1. Concentration of all metal ions was 0.4 M. The dissolved 
precursors were magnetically stirred at 60 °C for 2 h in a water bath and then filtered with 
a 0.45 m filter.  
The FTO/glass substrates were cleaned with acetone and isopropanol in an 





fabrication, NiO precursor was spin-coated on the substrates and the film was immediately 
dried at 300 °C for several minutes on a preheated hot plate in a fume hood. The procedure 
was repeated multiple times to achieve film thickness of 250 to 300 nm. The same 
procedure was repeated for Zn1−xMgxO to obtain ≈90−120 nm thick film. Finally, the 
films were annealed at 400 °C for 20 min in air. Ultrathin Ti (10 nm)/Au (3 nm) top contacts 
were deposited by electron-beam evaporation at a rate of about (0.5−1) Å/s through a metal 
mask having an array of circular openings of 3.8 mm. No process optimization was 
performed. 
Surface morphology and cross-sectional structure of the PDs were examined using 
a Bruker Dimension FastScan atomic force microscopy (AFM) instrument and a Hitachi-
4700 high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) instrument equipped with 
energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS). Cross-sectional images were taken from 
freshly cleaved samples after coating them with carbon to avoid charging effects (Fig. 
4.23). Structural characterization of the oxide films was conducted using conventional X-
ray diffraction (XRD) (Fig. 4.24). Vacuum ultraviolet variable angle ellipsometry (VUV-
VASE) measurements were performed to determine the dielectric functions of the films 
from which optical band gaps were extracted by employing Tauc plots (Fig. 4.25).  
4.5.2 Results Discussion 
Fig. 4.22 shows the schematic of the PD with various components associated with 
the p−n junction photodiode. A cross-sectional SEM image of a representative device is 
depicted in Fig. 4.23. The SEM image clearly shows the multilayer structure of the PD for 





substrates. The thicknesses of spin-coated NiO and Zn0.95Mg0.05O have been estimated to 
be about 250 and 120 nm, respectively. The sharp interface between NiO and 
Zn0.95Mg0.05O indicates smooth surfaces of fabricated films. Lifetime of photo generated 
carrier is a crucial factor in determining the performance of a PD. The photo generated 
minority carrier outside the depletion region (the interface) has a very short lifetime 
because of fast recombination with majority carriers. Hence, the sensitive region of a UV 
PD is the depletion region as is generally recognized. Meanwhile, defects in the interface 
will greatly reduce the lifetime of photo generated charge carriers in terms of enhanced 
possibility of scattering and functioning as recombination centers. Therefore, a sharp, high-
quality interface ensures better performance of the PD. 
 







Fig. 4.23 Cross-sectional SEM image of PD with x=0.05 
 
Fig. 4.24 XRD scans of diffraction peaks from cubic NiO and hexagonal Zn1-xMgxO 
Fig. 4.24 shows XRD patterns of prepared NiO and Zn1−xMgxO (x = 0, 0.05, 0.1) 





hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure (JCPDS entry 36-1451), accordingly. These results 
imply that the fabricated ZMO films retain the ZnO hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure 
without any segregation of MgO phase. The broad diffraction peaks are in agreement with 
the polycrystalline nature and the small grain size of processed thin films. A subtle shifting 
of ZnO (002) toward higher diffraction angle from 34.51° (x = 0) to 34.68° (x = 0.1) with 
an increase in Mg content is identified in Fig. 4.19. This observation can be attributed to 
the slightly lower ionic radii of Mg2+, which decreases the grain size of ZMO in the c-
axis.  
 
Fig. 4.25 Tauc plot estimation of the band gap by ellipsometry (inset shows the band gap linearly 
fit as a function of Mg content) 
To understand the optical absorption and bandgap energy of NiO and Zn1−xMgxO, 





films using ellipsometry. The optical band gap (Eg) is then derived from the Tauc plot, 
which is a linear relationship of (αhυ)² versus hυ where hυ is the photon energy (Fig. 4.25). 
Eg is deduced from a linear fit to the near band gap spectral region and is found to be ≈
3.72 eV for NiO, which is an agreement with reported data [203].For Zn1−xMgxO films, 
there is a gradual blue shift of the fundamental absorption edges with the increase of Mg 
concentration. The value increases linearly from 3.24 eV for x = 0 to 3.49 eV for x =0.1, 
which can be fitted with the equation Eg = (3.248 + 2.51x) eV.  
It must be noted here that for x = 0.1, the Tauc plot shows another linear regime at 
lower energy (below 3.7 eV) in addition to the one used for linear fitting, and this may 
indicate some composition variation across the sample as will be shown later. Although 
the ionic radius of 𝑀𝑔2+ ions (0.57 Å) is almost equal to that of 𝑍𝑛2+ ions (0.60 Å) [204], 
which might imply a wide range of solubility of Mg in ZnO, the thermodynamic solubility 
limit of Mg in ZnO is a mole fraction of only 4% [205]. However, solid solubility of MgO 
in ZnO has been reported to be mole fraction of 33% for thin films deposited by PLD [206] 
and 43% deposited by MBE[207]. The sol−gel method is based on equilibrium growth 
conditions. Thus, the solubility is influenced by the starting precursors, solvents, 
temperature, etc. as opposed to other non-equilibrium growths. The compositional 
fluctuations in solution-processed Zn1−xMgxO systems have also been reported for modest 
[208-210] to higher [211] Mg content, and our data also indicate some possible 
compositional variation for x = 0.1.  
In any case, all the films are highly transparent in the visible range, which makes 





utilize either PLD- or MBE-grown Zn1−xMgxO on NiO to avoid such compositional non-
uniformity at higher Mg content. 
 
Fig. 4.26 Energy levels of various components in the PDs 
The energy levels of various components of the PD are shown in Fig. 4.26, where 
Zn1−xMgxO is depicted as a tunable bandgap system because of different Mg content. On 
the basis of the reported data, incorporation of 𝑀𝑔2+ into ZnO leads to the modifications 
of conduction band (CB) edge of the ternary oxide whereas the valence band (VB) edge 
remains unchanged [212]. Thus, the CB edge changes within ≈ 0.25 eV as the 
corresponding bandgap of Zn1−xMgxO varies from 3.24 to 3.49 eV with an increase in 
Mg content (x = 0−0.1). Under UV illumination, the photogenerated electrons are 
transported through the Zn1−xMgxO layer to the Ti/Au cathode and the holes are 
transported from the NiO to the FTO anode. On the basis of the band-edge energy offsets, 
NiO/Zn1−xMgxO layers form a type-II heterojunction (Fig. 4.26). The built-in field as well 





holes. The current−voltage characteristics of the heterojunction diodes reveal the 
anticipated rectifying behavior in the dark and exhibit an excellent rectification ratio of ≈
18 500 at ±1 V (inset of Fig. 4.27). Under UV illumination, current enhancement is 
observed under forward and reverse bias because of the photo generated carriers. It is 
worthwhile to mention here that the current density of the devices decreases after Mg 
alloying because of the increase of resistivity. Undoped ZnO is an n-type material, and the 
higher carrier density is attributed to the interstitial zinc and/or oxygen vacancy [213]. 
When Mg is incorporated into ZnO, the oxygen vacancies are suppressed, which reduces 
the carrier density in the film [214]. Hence, dark current decreases from 100 to 18 nA at a 
reverse bias of 1 V when the Mg content increases from 0.05 to 0.1.  
 
Fig. 4.27 Current-voltage plot of PD with x=0.05 in dark and UV illumination (335 nm 






4.6 Chapter Conclusion 
In this chapter, methods and techniques to fabricate metal-oxide thin-films, NPs 
and NCs were explored. The threshold thickness for NCs formation were characterized and 
revealed. The thin-film samples with the same NCs sputtering conditions were used for gas 
sensing database establishment. The thin-film sensors thus fabricated respond to a wide 
range of gases. I also show that metal oxide thin film sensors lack selectivity and it is hard 
to maintain a constant baseline current. Reliably and reproducibly fabricating thin-film 
stacks based on solution-processes for various applications were explored. The resulting 
fabricated thin-film p-n junctions can be used as photodiodes. XRD, AFM, and SEM 
techniques were used in characterization of the NCs and thin-films. On the basis of our 
experiments, the metal oxide NCs and thin-film fabrication methods show promise, 
potentially enabling mass production of sensors and optical devices based on single layer, 
stacked layers or integrated onto NWs. The top-down approach described here enables the 
NCs to be integrated with NWs and micro heaters to provide useful sensor structures. The 
process overcomes the barrier of the spin-coating process that exhibits the non-uniform 
coverage issue for 3-D or high aspect ratio wafer structures. Many sensors (chemical, gas 
and biology) using metal-oxide/ metal NCs can be benefit from the top-down approach and 
the sensing database. The study was published at the journal of alloy and compound [215], 






Chapter 5: Micro-Heater 
This chapter gives the fabrication details of the micro-heater devices: the embedded 
micro-heater that was integrated with gas sensors, other several low-cost designs that use 
a free-standing silicon membrane or Si3N4-memberane support for aerosol generation 
purpose. Low-cost metals deposition and wet etch process techniques were used to 
fabricate large batches of micro-heaters. Other applications were explored, such as medical 
drug aerosol generators for inhalation therapy.  
Over the past decade, great interest has been shown in low cost, fast response, low-
power micro-heaters for a variety of applications [33]. In particular, micro-heaters (MH) 
and micro-hot-plates (MHP) are integrated with chemical and gas sensors for cycles of 
releasing chemicals and maintain working temperature [34-40], humidity sensor [41, 42] 
and MEMS micro fluid pumps for ambient temperature setup [43].  They can also be used 
in medical care, to deliver aerosol drugs and delivery through inhalation [44-46]. 
Moreover, they can be powered by high charge-capacity, light weight, flexible battery 
sources [47, 48]. Several early micro-heater designs had been reported using thin-films 
such as poly-Si to fit in CMOS process [49, 50]. Recently, platinum [41, 51] or Platinum 
based metal combinations (Pt/Ti, Pt/Cr, Pt/Al2O3 or Pt/MgO) have been widely explored 
[34-37, 40].  However, for low cost, we choose nickel. Elemental nickel has 34% less 
electrical resistivity and 27% more thermal conductivity comparing to platinum, and is 





5.1 Embedded Micro-Heater for Gas Sensor 
 A robust micro-heater (MH) which is the same dimension in length as NW was 
studied to generate local heat assistant for NW. The gas sensor designed and fabricated can 
work properly at room temperature. The embedded MH is to enhance the sensing unit and 
enable the system to be more reliable and robust in real-time sensing situations. The local 
heating will increase the desorption rate of unwanted gases on NW and reset the sensor to 
the baseline. On the other hand, the MH enables the sensor unit with the capability to work 
at the extreme cold environment like north/south pole and space.   
 
5.1.1 Design Considerations 
Micro-heater, metal pattern in meander shape on wafer substrate and in parallel 
with nanowire, was designed and made. The length of the MHs are designed the same with 
the NWs (10, 50, 100 and 200 m). The MH pattern is designed to a meander shape line 
that has width of 5 m and lays 20 m away from and in parallel with the NW. For each 
NW, a MH is aside for generating a local high temperature and assisting desorbing all the 
unwanted gases to reset the gas sensor unit. Fig. 5.1 shows the schematic of the MH 
alongside of the gas sensor unit. 
To maintain the whole system low power consumption, the MH was designed 
carefully by considering three major factors: the MH size, the heat conduction efficiency 
of the chosen substrate material and NW material, the heat loss due to convection at the 
MH surface. Device size wise, the smaller the MH, the lower power consumption will be 





MH should only generate a high temperature island in a small area to maintain the total 
low power consumption. In this sense, I designed the MH metal pattern deposit on the 
AlGaN or sapphire substrate (this is defined by the NW dry etching, will discuss more and 
detail process integration in Chapter 6), and be parallel to and 20 um apart from the GaN 
NW. The thermal conductivity of GaN is 220 W/m·K at room temperature [217-222], 
Al0.2Ga0.8N is only around 20 W/m·K [221-223] and sapphire is 27.21 W/m·K [224, 225] 
(Al0.2Ga0.8N and sapphire are close). In this way, the generated heat will be confined 
within a small area due to the low thermal conductivity of AlGaN and sapphire substrate 
and will be uniformed distributed within the GaN NW due to its high thermal conductivity. 
A design of 300 nm thick SiO2 passivation layer to cover the whole MH is an additional 
strategy to minimize the heat convection at the surface. Due to the thermal conductivity of 
SiO2 is 1.4 W/m·K [226, 227], a magnitude lower than Al0.2Ga0.8N, sapphire substrate 
and nickel metal (90.0 W/m·K), the majority of the heat generated will be forced and 
conduct downward through the substrate to the NW. 
 














 AlGaN thin-film on sapphire substrate was pre-baked at 210ºC for 10 minutes to 
remove water and other organic residue. A bi-layer stack of photoresists (MicroChem 
LOR3A and Microposit S1813) were used to support a lift-off process for the heater metal. 
Spin coated LOR3A at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds was use as a first layer, followed by 5 
minutes bake at 210ºC. We next spin coated S1813 at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds followed 
by a 60 second bake at 115ºC. After UV exposure with 90 mJ/cm² dose energy, the MH 
wafer was post-baked on 115ºC hot plate for 60 seconds, cool down and followed by 
developing in Microposit MIF-319 for 60 seconds. reactive-ion etching (RIE, Unaxis 790) 
was followed by a descum run with 30sccm flow rate of oxygen for 30 seconds to clean up 
the remaining un-thoroughly developed resist residue.  
A Ti/Ni (10 nm / 210 nm) metal stack was deposited in the Denton Infinity 22 E-
beam Evaporator. The wafers were lifted-off in PG Remover or 1165, and rinsed clean in 
IPA and DI water. Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) is employed for stress release and 
enhances the reliability of the MH. In RTA, the wafer is placed inside a thin quartz chamber 
with halogen lamps surrounding it. The temperature rise is fast (as high as 25ºC per 
seconds). The wafer ambient is 6000 sccm of ultra-pure Ar. The RTA is performed at 
700ºC for 30 seconds. The temperature ramp rate is set to 100ºC per minute. Slow rise rate 
is set to make sure the metal stack is given enough time to reach equilibrium while keeping 
a low stress level. A passivation layer of 300 nm SiO2 was deposited uniformly on the 
wafer by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, Plasma-Therm Versaline) 
to seal the MHs from air, reduce the oxidation while heating, decrease the heat loss through 





5.1.3 Heating Performance 
 Infra-red (IR) camera was used to characterize the heater elements. Emissivity 
calibration was run at 50 °C, 100 °C, 150 °C and 200 °C. The MH samples were put on a 
hot plate without engaging the MH, set the hot plate temperature to the calibration set point 
and wait for 10 min for an equilibrium state achieved. Tune emissivity value to match the 
IR camera readings with the hot plate set temperature. The emissivity values are 0.90, 0.93, 
0.88 and 0.60 W/m² at 50 °C, 100 °C, 150 °C and 200 °C respectively.  
 5, 10 and 15 V voltage biases were applied to each MH to see the heat generation 
efficiency. The current, power and steady state temperature are shown in Table 5.1. 
Voltage 
Bias 
5 Volts 10 Volts 15 Volts 
MH Length I(A) P(W) T(˚C) I(A) P(W) T(˚C) I(A) P(W) T(˚C) 
10 m 0.05 0.25 60 0.078 0.78 150 NA NA NA 
50 m 0.041 0.205 55 0.072 0.72 100 0.078 1.17 170 
100 m 0.04 0.2 50 0.07 0.7 100 0.078 1.17 170 
200 m 0.026 0.13 40 0.054 0.54 80 0.065 0.975 150 
Table 5.1 IV measurement and IR camera characterization of MHs 
 The temperature targets are 60 ˚C and 110 ˚C for removal of organic adhesion and 
humidity respectively. From the data in Table 5.1, it is obvious the power consumption for 
the shortest MH with smallest surface area is the most power efficient MH. Fig. 5.3 to Fig. 
5.6 show the IR camera imaging of 10, 50, 100 and 200 m MH at 5 and 10 V bias 
temperature distribution densities. Due to the MH is very small and the resolution of IR 





be told, but the temperature of the local area and the temperature distribution can be read 
from the IR images.  
 
 
Fig. 5.3 IR Images of 10 m MH with (a) 5 V bias and (b) 10 V bias 
 
 







Fig. 5.5 IR Images of 100 m MH with (a) 5 V bias and (b) 10 V bias 
 
 








5.2 Low-Cost Micro-Heater for Aerosol Generation  
The micro-heaters were further explored for low-cost and disposable applications. 
Using vacuum instruments, cleanroom facilities and metal deposition tools are the major 
factors keep the total cost high. The well controlled electroless nickel plating method is a 
good low-cost alternative process for depositing thick Ni heater patterns. It is fast 
(270nm/min) and low cost comparing to the waiting time of purging to high vacuum of 
PVD equipment. The thickness and growth rate are controllable at the same time. Thermal 
Evaporator has difficulty controlling deposition rate, and it is time consuming for thick 
metal deposition. Moreover, PVD cannot deposit metal thickness larger than the thickness 
of shadow mask or the limit of lift-off photo-resist, the subtraction process need more 
process steps and time-consuming dry etching back. The solution based nickel plating bath 
can grow metal as thick as 10 m without peel-off issues.  
The substrate of MH must conduct heat generated by micro-heater-coil and ideally 
achieve uniform temperature all over the local area. Different substrate materials were 
reported have acceptable performance, Si membrane is widely applied for MEMS designs 
due to their excellent thin-film electrical and mechanical properties [33, 35]. Reports also 
show heaters based on Si3N4/SiO2 structures present high-thermal characteristics [34, 36, 
40]. Other reports show Polyimide exhibits better mechanical and thermal properties in 
achieving free-standing membrane in high yield in fabrication, as compared to Si3N4 and 
SiO2 membranes’ fragile nature [39, 51]. In my work, both silicon and silicon nitride 
membranes are used to achieve different functions. Amorphous silicon is resistive to 
HF/HCl (10:1 volume ratio) etch. It can be used as good shadow protective layer when wet 





etching rate in HF/HCl acid and it can be used to form reservoirs for drugs store at side of 
MHs. HF/HCl is a fast etchant for glass slides, exhibiting an etch rate of 25um/min. For 
example, a 0.13mm-0.17mm micro-cover-glass, it takes 5 min to etch away and leave a 
free-standing membrane pre-deposited on top of the glass. Photo resist AZ4620 was tested 
and proved to be a good protection mask in HF/HCl acid for at least 8 min (from my 
research optimization run). It can be used to function as a shadow mask and define the 
reservoir.  
General fabrication starts with a fast PECVD deposition of silicon nitride or 
amorphous silicon thin-film on normal micro cover glass, followed by Cr/Ni seed layer 
deposition, Ni plating, spin coating AZ4620 photoresist on sides, photo lithography and 
wet etch. The process discussed here is on purpose of low cost, fast fabrication and for 
disposable device applications. So the dimensions and structures are in hundreds 
micrometer level. Nanotechnologies can be implemented to further scale down the size to 
nano-devices and integrated with other nanostructures as mentioned in the former section.  
There are 4 types of micro-heaters designed and fabricated to meet the requirement 
of different applications: MHs with no reservoir and MHs equipped with a side, bottom, or 
top reservoir. All 4 types can function as an aerosol generator. Shadow masks of both 
meander and double-spiral wires with different lengths were used for seed layer metal 
deposition. The nickel plating bath was made using a MacDermid nickel plating bath, at a 







5.2.1 No-Reservoir Micro-Heaters 
This type of micro-heater design is planar and suitable for integration with other 
devices. Fig. 5.6 shows the process steps of the device fabrication. An Oxford Plasma Lab 
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) system was used to deposit 1 m of 
silicon nitride or 200 nm of amorphous silicon on top of 0.13-0.17mm or 0.17-0.25mm 
micro-cover-glass wafers as a MH supporting film (Fig. 5.6a). 10nm of Cr and 20nm of Ni 
were deposit by E-Beam evaporation using e-beam evaporator (Denton Infinity 22) with a 
stainless steel shadow mask to form the seed layer, Cr being used as an adhesion layer to 
avoid later thick Ni deposition peel-off issues.  
The shadow masks were made by laser cutting and have 100 m width wires in 
meander and double-spiral shapes (Fig. 5.6b). AZ4620 was spun with 1.5k rpm to yield 
thickness of 15m, followed by hard bake to protect heater patterns and the supporting 
film (Fig. 5.6c). The wafer was then flipped and spun with AZ4620 resist, followed by 
soft-bake. The photolithography was accomplished using an exposure dose of 365nm UV 
for 90 s and development in AZ400K/DIW (1:3 volume ratio) for 90 s, followed by hard 
bake (Fig. 5.6d). Wet etch in the HF/HCl (10:1 volume ratio) bath for 5 min (Fig. 5.6e). 
Photo-resist was stripped in heated Remover PG or 1165, and followed by a standard 







Fig. 5.6 Fabrication steps of the no-reservoir micro-heater with the ability to integrate other sensor 
devices.  a) Micro-cover-glass with MH supporting film layer. b) Adhesion Cr layer and seed layer 
of Ni deposed and then thick Ni plated. c) Heater pattern covered and protected by photo-resist 
AZ4620 layer. d) Flip the sample over and spin photo-resist layer followed by photo-lithography 












5.2.2 Side-Trench Reservoir Micro-Heater 
This type of micro-heater design is similar to the one described above, but the main 
goal here is aerosol generation rather than CMOS and MEMS compatibility. Inhaled drugs, 
initially in the liquid state, can be stored in the reservoir, and then transferred to the micro-
hot-plate via a wicking fiber cloth (e.g., a filter paper) to evaporate, and generate an aerosol. 
Fig. 5.7 shows the process steps used. In order to form a trench, only a silicon nitride 
supporting film can be utilized, as it has a small etch rate in HF/HCl (Fig. 5.7a). Steps 
similar to those encountered in the no-reservoir design flow were used for step (b) to (f). 
Instead of hard baked AZ4620 to protect the metal, the side reservoir was defined by 
photolithography (Fig. 5.7c). At the end, the aerosol generator fluid was introduced in the 
top reservoir, and connected to the reservoir and micro-heat with a fiber cloth tissue (Fig. 
5.7g). 
5.2.3 Bottom-Sealed Reservoir Micro-Heater 
This type of design aims to optimize medical drug aerosol generation. As compared 
to side reservoir micro-heaters, this design has a larger volume sealed reservoir storage 
space underneath the micro-heater. When the heater generates heat the liquid in the 
reservoir vaporizes and the higher pressure will pump up more fluids been driven and 
transferred through the fiber tissue to the MH. Fig. 5.8 presents the process steps of the 
device fabrication. In order to reduce the number of fabrication steps, only amorphous 
silicon membrane is used, which has a high chemical resistivity to HF/HCl acid etch.  
Otherwise, an extra photo-resist layer should be spun onto the surface, to protect the silicon 





reservoir MH component (Fig. 5.8a - Fig. 5.8f). The bottom part of the MH is formed by 
taking wafers from step (a) and flipping them over, spinning AZ4620, followed by soft-
bake, photolithography exposing with a dose of 365nm UV for 90 s, and development in 
AZ400K/DIW (1:3 volume ratio) for 90 s. This defines the bottom reservoir (Fig. 5.8g). 
The components are wet etched in HF/HCl (10:1 volume ratio) for 5 min (Fig. 5.8h). After 
the photo-resist got removed in Remover PG with a gentle Q-tip swab, wafers were cleaned 
by a standard acetone-methanol-isopropanol sequence rinse, and then drying by nitrogen 
gas blow (Fig. 5.8i). Finally the top and bottom parts were combined with sealing glue 
(epoxy) or wafer bonding wax, use fiber tissue to connect the reservoir, and cover the metal 










Fig. 5.7 Fabrication steps of the side reservoir micro-heater with the ability to store liquid state 
drugs. a) Micro-cover-glass with silicon nitride supporting film layer. b) Adhesion Cr layer and 
seed layer of Ni deposited and then thick plated with Ni. c) Spin photo-resist layer followed by 
photo-lithography to define the storage reservoir area. d) Flip the sample over and spin photo-resist 
layer followed by photo-lithography to define the wet etch area. e) HF/HCl wet etch both sides. f) 
Remove photo-resist and flip over the sample. g) Fill drug into the reservoir, stick a wicking fiber 
cloth on top, and connect to the reservoir 
 
Fig. 5.8 Fabrication steps for the bottom reservoir micro-heater with the ability to store liquid state 
drugs in a sealed chamber. a) Micro-cover-glass with amorphous silicon layer. b) Adhesion Cr layer 
and seed layer of Ni deposed with thick Ni plated. c) Heater pattern covered and protected by photo-
resist AZ4620 layer. d) Flip the sample over and spin photo-resist layer followed by photo-
lithography to define the wet etch area. e) HF/HCl wet etch the glass. f) Remove photo-resist and 
flip over the sample; this becomes the top part of the micro-heater. g) Take samples from step a) 
and flip over, spin photo-resist layer, followed by photo-lithography to define the wet etch area for 












becomes the bottom part of the micro-heater. j) Seal the top and bottom part with seal glue, and use 
fiber cloth to connect reservoir, and then cover over the heater pattern. 
5.2.4 Top Reservoir Micro-heater 
This type of design is aimed at the medical drug aerosol generation process. 
Compared to the bottom reservoir MH, this design has larger volume for liquid storage, 
involves fewer fabrication steps, and even lower manufacturing cost owing to the mold 
made top part. Multiple MH units in parallel are used to vaporize a larger amount of liquid 
(or different liquids simultaneously), as shown in Fig. 5.9. 
 
Fig. 5.9 Design of the top reservoir micro-heater:  a) no-reservoir micro-heater with 3 double-spiral 







5.2.5 Fabrication Results 
The Fig. 5.10 displays the fabricated devices: both silicon nitride and amorphous silicon 
supporting films are used. Four different length of meander shaper pattern (16mm, 18mm, 
20mm, and 22mm, respectively) are processed to ascertain the best heating configuration.  
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Fig. 5.10 Photographs of fabricated micro-heaters: a) no-reservoir MH with silicon nitride 
supporting film. b) Side reservoir MH with silicon nitride supporting film. c) No-reservoir MH 
with amorphous silicon supporting film (can be used as either top part of bottom reservoir MH or 
bottom part of top reservoir MH). Different lengths of metal pattern have been examined for 
optimization. 
 
Thick plated metal patterns are used to achieve the low resistance and fast response 
of the MHs. The metal thickness and plating time are linearly proportional, and the 
resistance is inversely proportional to the plate thickness. Table 5.1 shows with the Ni 
plating time and pattern thickness doubled, resistances decrease by factor of 2. By adjusting 
plating times, we were able to achieve the targeted 8Ω, 9Ω, 10Ω, and 11Ω resistances 






Table 5.2 Pattern resistance with respect to different Ni plating times and thicknesses 
 
In several cases, the total resistance would suddenly drop to 1~2Ω. This 
phenomenon is a consequence of the Ni-plating not only grows nickel on top of the wires, 
but also on the sidewalls. When this happens, the wires start merging with each other. This 
can be avoid by tight bonding the shadow mask and wafer, when depositing seed layers, or 







5.2.6 Heating Performance 
 MHs temperature profile images were taken with an infrared camera (Optotherm 
Infrasight MI320). The results are shown in Fig. 5.11. The rectangular “block” structures 
in Fig. 5.11 are not directly obtained from the IR imager. But rather, the blocks are used to 
signify regions of different emissivities. One set of blocks (the upper set in Fig. 5.11) was 
set to account for the emissivity of the amorphous silicon film. The lower blocks were set 
to account for the nickel emissivity. In this way, quantitatively accurate temperature 
profiling of the MH surface was possible in light of emissivity differences. The inset in the 
upper left of the Fig. 5.11 shows the “raw” thermal image without emissivity correction at 
room temperature. The default emissivity for entire imaging area is 0.34. Nickel and 
amorphous silicon thermal emissivity were set to 0.13 and 0.75 correspondingly. These 
values were acquired through emissivity calibration at 100°C, 150°C, and 200°C.   
Fig. 5.11 shows the temperature distribution under 1.7V bias. The Ni pattern can 
reach temperatures as high as 150°C. The silicon film is heated by the metal pattern and 
tends to be about 20°C cooler than the metal itself. Different voltage bias levels, steady 
state temperatures and input powers are listed in Table 6.2. Operating temperatures of 150, 






Fig. 5.11 IR image of 2 identical MHs in parallel for both A-Si and Ni areas temperature 
measurements with emissivity correction (Ni emissivity set to 0.13 and A-Si emissivity set to 
0.75). Inset figure at upper left is room temperature IR image without emissivity correction before 
heat measurement, the default emissivity for entire imaging area is 0.34. 
Input Voltage (V) Power (W) Temperature 
(°C) 
Stabilized Time (s) 
1.7 0.846 150 Less than 1 
2 1.016 200 Less than 1 
2.5 1.600 250 Less than 1 
3 2.394 350 Less than 2 
 






5.2.7 Aerosol Generation 
Aerosol generation measurements were run with the setup as shown in Fig. 5.12. 
 
Fig. 5.12 Probe station setup for electrical and aerosol generation measurement.  
 
In Fig.5.13, we demonstrate the correlation between the aerosol volume quantities 
versus the specific power needed by the MH to generate the respective density of aerosol. 
Given that in several tests we used MHs connected in parallel, the power usage had to be 
normalized; this is why the units are W per MH. As shown in the graph, a single MH can 
generate abundant amounts of aerosol at low power (0.8-1.0 W) with 1.7V voltage bias. 
For multiple MHs in parallel, the power requirement increased by ca. 50%. However, there 






Fig. 5.13 Aerosol volume quantity relative to specific power required for its aerosol generation 
    
Fig. 5.14 Aerosol volume quantity relative to the total power needed by a device consisting of 2 
























































In a series of tests, we have generated aerosol by means of the parallel designed 
dual and triple MHs. Results summarized in the graph displayed in Fig. 5.14 reveal a total 
power need of 2.05 ± 0.15 W for the dual MHs and of 2.35 ± 0.15 W for the triple MH 
systems, respectively. 
In a series of 205 aerosol generating experiments, we obtained aerosol volumes in 
the range of 48.8±7.9 cm³. A volume of 60 cm³ is the maximum volume that can be inhaled 
by a patient at one breath. In several cases we found that the total resistance of the MH 
would suddenly drop to 1~2 Ω and reduce the yield and repeatability. This phenomenon is 
a consequence of the Ni-plating not only growing nickel on top of the pattern, but also on 
the sidewalls. When this happens, the pattern wires start merging with each other. This can 
be avoided by tightly bonding the shadow mask and wafer when depositing seed layers, or 
by using photolithography and lift-off processes for defining the seed layer.  
All the single, dual and triple MH systems generated consistently abundant amounts 
of dense aerosol. In a few instances, if one of MH of the dual systems burned out, the other 
one will continue operating with the remaining one. Similarly, the triple device was able 
to generate vapors with one remaining MH out of the initial three. In each scenario, the 
total quantity of aerosol was not affected, which enables the maintenance of smooth 
medical drug delivery, which remains constant over time. For our device, we set the voltage 
bias to 1.7 V to reach 150 °C for drug delivery purposes. Higher voltage bias (up to 3 V) 





5.2.8 Detailed Cost Analysis 
To perform a unit item cost analysis we must break the process flow into unit 
operations. The most significant unit operations for the micro-heater process are broken 
out in the Table 6.3 below and unit operation costs are listed. 
OPERATION Cost of MH 
without Reservoir 
Cost of MH 
with Reservoir 
TOPSIDE BARRIER FILM DEPOSITION 
(PECVD) 
$200.00 $200.00 
SHADOW MASK PLATING SEED (E-
BEAM) 
$400.00 $400.00 
ELECTROLESS UP-PLATE $50.00 $50.00 
TOPSIDE PROTECT (PHOTORESIST 
SPIN) 
$50.00 $50.00 
SHADOW MASK DEPOSITION FOR 
RESERVOIR 
$0.00 $400.00 
WET-ETCH RESERVOIR $50.00 $50.00 
STRIP TOPSIDE PROTECT $50.00 $50.00 
“SCRIBE AND DICE” INDIVIDUAL 
HEATERS 
$200.00 $200.00 
TOTAL $1000.00 $1400.00 
Table 5.4 MH Process Cost break down to each significant step 
 Material costs for the unit operation are included in the unit operation cost. We can 
easily process 10 “sheets” of material, 10cm x 10cm = 100cm2. Material costs are 
estimated to be $10/”sheet” of starting material 10 sheets of starting material will cost $100.  
Thus the processing/material cost per run would be $1500.00. 
Next, we must assess the number of heaters that can be fabricated.  We assume each 
heater image (taking “saw street’ space into account) will be 0.5cm x 0.5cm = 0.25cm2. 






It must be emphasized, that these are premium prices, paid to an external service 
“vendor.” In this case, our vendor is the University of Maryland clean-room facility. Unit 
process costs role in university overheads that will not be incurred in an in-house operation. 
A fair fraction of the overhead is in clean-room maintenance. Our “in-house” operation 
will not require the stringent “class 10” clean-room specifications necessitating the use of 
HEPA filters, laminar air flow and other expensive measures.   
The most expensive operation (and the operation that limits the number of 
simultaneously processed substrates) is the shadow mask evaporation process. We will 
certainly be able to increase the number of simultaneously processed substrates with 
specially designed equipment. This alone could increase process throughput by an order of 
magnitude. We feel confident that in-house process costs will be less than 2¢ per part. 
 
5.2.9 Section Conclusion 
We were able to fabricate different types of low cost, fast responding micro-heaters 
for various applications. Nickel plating and wet etching baths were used to reduce costs 
and increase the speed of the process. The devices exhibited the desired heating 
characteristics. Both double spiral shaped and meander shaped heaters were investigated. 
While both geometries operated well, no significant differences in heat or aerosol 
generation were noted from one micro-heater design to another. On the basis of our 
experimental results, this device shows promise as an aerosol generator for drug delivery. 
Owing to their low cost (<18¢ per part), such micro-heaters can be used as disposable 





5.3 Chapter Conclusion 
In this study, methods and techniques to fabricate embedded MHs and low-cost 
MHs and its applications were explored. The substrate, active element and passivation 
layer materials were carefully designed. The heating performance was characterized with 
IR camera. The MH for NW sensors can achieve 60 °C under 5V bias. And the MH for 
aerosol generation can easily reach temperature up to 350 °C. Reliably and reproducibly 
fabrication of low-cost MH on solution-processes for nickel plating was optimized. On the 
basis of our experimental results, this low-cost fabrication method shows promise, 
potentially enabling mass production of disposable heating devices. The process 
overcomes the barrier of metal plating thickness limitation generally in chip scale devices. 
The embedded MH design has the capability of integration with CMOS, MEMS and other 
novel devices standardized process. Many sensors (chemical, gas and biology) using the 
MH can be benefit from the low-cost, compatibility and robust performance. This study 





Chapter 6: Process Integration for Gas Sensors 
This chapter gives the process integration details of the nanowire-nanocluster 
(NWNC) gas sensors. The former chapters have covered component design, process 
optimization and fabrication of nanowire, nanoclusters and micro-heaters. Process 
integration of all three micro- and nano-structures into a single NWNC hybrid sensor 
device will be revealed in this chapter. A gas sensor unit will be assembled by decorating 
the NW surfaces with NCs, and a MH will be put aside each NWNC sensor unit. Integration 
considerations included the process flows, RTA, multiple passivation layers, NW yield 
improvement, active opening windows, passivated control elements, ohmic contact 
improvement and the methods to integrate multiple sensors into a single sensor chip. The 
single type of NWNC gas sensor is a basic platform. The whole fabrication process of the 
platform contains more than 40 planer-process steps and 6 lithography masks. Methods to 
integrate multiple gas sensors into a single chip were explored and covered in this chapter 
to realize simultaneously multiple gas sensing capabilities. To approach this goal, NWs are 
designed and dry etched into arrays, and methods of depositing different NCs on to each 
assigned NW are designed. Every new type of sensor adding onto the original wafer needs 
the corresponding NCs deposited onto an assigned NW that hasn’t been occupied and each 
takes extra 10 planer-process steps and 2 lithography masks. The whole process integration 
design was aiming to establish a platform. The platform technology has great advantage in 
product flexibility and has the capability of customized design. It enables all kinds of 
combinations of gas sensing capabilities and the possibility of fitting all possible real-time 





6.1 Process Flow Design and Considerations 
6.1.1 Integration of GaN NW  
 The GaN NW needs to exhibit high carrier mobility to maintain a high signal to 
noise ratio when sensing at sub-micro amp range. The as deposited material by PVD 
techniques will end up with huge amount of defects that significantly degrade the carrier 
mobility and limit NW sensitivity. Due to the strict requirement of high quality GaN, a 
MOCVD of GaN thin-film on the wafer is necessary. NW fabrication needs a subtractive 
process such as dry etching of a thin-film of GaN. This dictates that the first step of the 
whole process should be the NW formation. The GaN on sapphire generally needs a buffer 
layer of AlGaN to minimize crystal defects. An AlGaN buffer layer with thickness 600 nm 
will be sufficient enough to reduce the epitaxy of defects penetrating into the upper layers. 
The AlGaN was carbon doped to make the substrate non-conductive. During the AlGaN 
deposition, the CVD chamber will have a carbon tail in layer profile after turn off the MFC 
for carbon precursors. Therefore an extra intrinsic AlGaN (i-AlGaN) of 400 nm was 
deposited over the carbon doped AlGaN (c-AlGaN). Finally, a layer of high quality GaN 
with Si doping (1E17/cm³) was grown on top. Si doped GaN is an n-type semiconductor 
material. Due to the resolution of the stepper lithography tool used is 300 nm, the thickness 
of the GaN film was designed to 300 nm, so that after the dry etching, the GaN NW has 
the cross section of a square size of 300 nm. The wafer layer profile before dry etching is 
shown in Fig. 6.1a. The NW after the dry etching cross-section profile is shown in Fig. 
6.1b. The dry etching of NW arrays etched the wafer down to c-AlGaN layer instead of 
stopping at i-AlGaN layer. This design is to ensure the substrate of the final device will 





will increase the failure rate of contact metallization on the 3D structures as shown in Fig. 
6.2 and Fig. 6.3. Unless a thick metal contact deposited (1 m), the high aspect ratio of 
NW is hard to form reliable contact. The metal lift-off process can only allow metal 
thickness below 280 nm to be processes. It is unreasonable to run 3-4 time lithography and 
metallization with a same mask. A SiO2 buffer step layer of 300 nm is used to avoid thick 
metal depositions and this layer will be discussed in detail later in MH integration designs 
because it also served as the passivation layer for MHs, which is more important. 
 
 
Fig. 6.1 (a) Wafer profile of GaN, AlGaN buffer layers on sapphire substrate (b) Wafer profile 






Fig. 6.2 SEM image of metal contact failure due to high aspect ratio of NW (a) NW terminal 








Fig. 6.3 SEM image of metal contact failure due to high aspect ratio of NW (a) NW terminal 








6.1.2 Integration of Metal-Oxide NCs  
Metal-oxide and metal NCs are the major sensing functional materials that once 
formed should avoid any further exposure to high temperature, moisture, photon dose, acid 
or basic chemicals that could trigger the phase changing from the chemical reactive to inert 
phases. Therefore, NCs were considered to be deposited at the end, right before bond pads 
metallization and packaging. 
The NCs deposition using sputtering is a planer process that deposit NCs uniformly 
over the wafer. The active NCs for target gas molecules at the surface of NW are more 
favorable. Because only the gas molecules bonded with NCs on the NW surface will 
modulate the NW resistivity.  However, the actual amount of NCs on NW is a very small 
percentage among all the NCs on wafer. NCs have huge surface to volume ratio, this will 
ends up lots of target gases bonding on sites that cannot be sensed by NW. And the massive 
amount of target gas got adsorbed on un-sensible NCs will hinge the detection limit to an 
even lower concentration. What worse is the large amount of adsorbed gas molecules on 
un-favorable bonding sites will increase the recovery time in desorption cycle. The ideal 
case is NCs only got deposited on NW surface. Therefore, the design of SiO2 passivation 
layer is confirmed to be repositioned and patterned a trench open as an active window on 
top of each NW before NCs deposition. In that case, NCs will be deposited onto each NW 
inside the window and SiO2 surface outside the window.  The un-favorable NCs outside 
the window can be removed by SiO2 etching process or deposit an extra thin SiO2 
passivation layer that bury all the un-favorable NCs to prevent them from exposure to 
environment. For basic platform, single type of gas sensing device, SiO2 etching is used, 





multiple type of gas sensors integrated together, additional passivation layer will be used. 
Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 show the difference of subtractive and additive processes for active 
window openings. The detail process flow will be revealed in next sections.  
 
Fig. 6.4 Active window opening process for single type gas sensor 
 






6.1.3 Integration of MHs  
The MH process is robust and the most flexible, which can be fitted into any stage 
of process, in this case it will be assigned right after the NW forms and before NCs 
deposited. Considering the heated metal wire can cause chemical sensing and reaction on 
the surface, a thick passivation layer of SiO2 was implemented to isolate the MH metals 
and the target gases. The choosing of SiO2 is due to its extremely low thermal conductivity 
as mentioned in Chapter 5. Major heat conduction will go through the substrate instead of 
convection loss on the surface. Moreover, this SiO2 layer has multiple usages. It is 
important for active NW window opening in NC integration step as discusses in the former 
section. More importantly, this passivation layer can improve yield and eliminate final 
bonding pad metallization failure due to the non-conformity of metal PVD techniques. The 
SiO2 layer with thickness of 300 nm will buffer the large aspect ratio as an additional step. 
Therefore the metal lines will go over two steps (300 nm and then 400 nm) instead of a big 
step of 700 nm. This is important for lift-off metal process because the lift-off thickness 
cannot larger than 400 nm. At least twice metal deposition and lift-off will be needed if 









6.2 Basic Platform: Single Type of Gas Sensor Process Flow 
6.2.1 GaN NW Formation 
 
Fig. 6.6 Comparison of lift-off (additive) and etch-back (subtractive) processes of NW formation 
in theory and results from AFM imaging 
 
A two inch wafer of GaN and AlGaN buffer layer on sapphire substrate was dry 
etched and wet polished to form single NW arrays, the detailed fabrication process is 
covered in Chapter 3. Learning the high aspect ratio of the NW will generate contact metal 
gaps and non-linear contact as shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3, the NW dry etch stops at the 
GaN NW by subtractive process 





AlGaN layer instead of etching all the way down to the sapphire substrate. Subtracting 
process instead of lift-off process for metal shadow mask was used for the better NW shape 
control and yield enhancement. The comparison of lift-off process NW and subtractive 
process was show in Fig. 6.6. Fig. 6.7 shows the wafer after all the NW process covered in 
Chapter3. The GaN etching pattern includes GaN NW, big contact pad of GaN and tapered 
buffer bridges. The large area contact pad in planer will improve the contact quality and 
yield.  
 






6.2.2 MH Implementation 
After NW formation, A MH was patterned aside the NW by photolithography (Suss 
Microtec MA6 Front and Back Contact Aligner) and metal deposition of Ti/Ni (10 nm / 
210 nm). The detail fabrication process was covered in Chapter 5. The distance between 
NW and MH is 20 m. The MH and NW are shown in Fig. 6.8. The dimension of MH 
keeps the same with NW (10, 50, 100 and 200 m). An extra MH in the center of the die 
not associate to any NW is designed and patterned as well. This MH can be used to heat 










6.2.3 Ohmic Contact Formation 
MA6 Front and Back Contact Aligner (Suss Microtec) is used for ohmic contact 
patterning. Fabrication details were mentioned in Chapter 3. A bi-layer stack of 
photoresists (MicroChem LOR3A and Microposit S1813) were used to support a lift-off 
process for the ohmic contact metal. After UV exposure with 90 mJ/cm² dose energy, post-
bake and develop in Microposit MIF-319 for 60 seconds, reactive-ion etching (RIE, Unaxis 
790) was used for a descum process with 30sccm flow rate of oxygen for 30 seconds to 
clean up the remaining un-thoroughly developed resist residue. Fig. 6.9 shows the gas 
sensor after a Ti/Al/Ti/Au metal stack was deposited in the Denton Infinity 22 E-beam 
Evaporator for ohmic contact. 
 
 







6.2.4 Active Window Patterning on Passivation Layer 
After the ohmic contact metallization process, a passivation layer of 300 nm SiO2 
was deposited uniformly on the wafer by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PECVD, Plasma-Therm Versaline). PECVD is a common technique used in insulating 
and passivation purpose quality layers for SiNx, SiO2, amorphous and polycrystalline 
silicon. PECVD is relatively cold process with normal deposition temperature of 80 ºC to 
300 ºC and uses energetic electrons from the plasma to dissociate the precursor gases. In 
my process an even lower temperature of 180 ºC is used to deliver a fast deposition rate of 
2nm/s and high quality of the film. Later process step will employ 80 ºC to avoid high 
temperature induced process variation and phase changing of NCs. Normally the leakage 
current in PECVD oxides is higher than other high temperature CVD processes. So the 
PECVD formed thin-films cannot be used as a functional oxide such as MOSFET gate 
oxide. However, this is not an issue in my design as the layer is merely a passivation for 
protection of the MH surface from environment.  The layer of SiO2 will eventually be 
removed or covered with other oxide films. In my optimization, 300 nm PECVD SiNx is 
good enough to have a good coverage of MH. The thickness of PECVD deposited oxide 
film was double proofed by Nanospec Reflectometer (Nanometrics) and ellipsometry 






Fig. 6.10 Gas sensor process diagram after deposition of passivation layer of SiO2 
 
Fig. 6.11 Gas sensor process diagram after active NW open window patterning 
 
Fig. 6.11 show the process diagram of gas sensor opened a window on top of NW 
and etched the SiO2. MA6 Front and Back Contact Aligner (Suss Microtec) is used for NW 
open window patterning. Lithography and photoresist coating methods are the same with 
former mentioned MH and ohmic contact patterning. A bi-layer stack of photoresists 
(MicroChem LOR3A and Microposit S1813) were used, due to the adhesion issue of S1813 





for LOR3A and HMDS is the same. After UV exposure with 90 mJ/cm² dose energy, post-
bake and develop in Microposit MIF-319 for 60 seconds, reactive-ion etching (RIE, Unaxis 
790) was used for a descum process with 30sccm flow rate of oxygen for 30 seconds to 
clean up the remaining un-thoroughly developed resist residue. Dry etching with the same 
RIE or BOE wet etching is the last step to remove the SiO2 in the window. For RIE dry 
etching, 10 min is sufficient enough to remove 300 nm SiO2. For BOE (1:6) wet etchings, 
ideally 90 sec of BOE etch can remove 300 nm SiO2. However, wet etching is hard to 
control and the HF have a higher chance cracking the photoresist when etch for a longer 






6.2.5 NCs Deposition and RTA 
Metal oxide NCs were deposited by RF magnetron sputtering (Denton Vacuum 
Discovery 550) as shown in Fig. 6.12. Metal-oxide NCs phases were controlled by many 
parameters like substrate temperatures, chamber pressure, rf power and gas Ar/O2 flow 
rate. The detail metal oxide NCs deposition methods and recipes for metal NCs as well 
were revealed in Chapter 4. 
 
Fig. 6.12 Gas sensor process diagram after NCs sputter deposition 
 






Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) is employed for MH, ohmic contact and NCs. 
High performance ohmic contact is essential to operation of sensor devices. Besides 
forming ohmic contacts, the RTA will help bonding of the metal-oxide sputtered on the 
surface of the GaN.  It also passivates the surface states composed of dangling bonds.  In 
RTA, the wafer is placed inside a thin quartz chamber with halogen lamps surrounding it. 
The temperature rise is fast (as high as 25 ºC per seconds). The rapid rise of temperature 
generates stress in the nanowire device leading to a structural breakdown and re-bonds. 
The wafer ambient is 6000 sccm of ultra-pure Ar. The RTA is performed at 700 ºC for 30 
seconds. The temperature ramp rate is set to 100 ºC per minute. Slow rise rate is set to 
make sure the GaN, metal stack and metal-oxide NCs are given enough time to reach 
equilibrium while keeping a low stress level. This RTA process generates a well-
functioning, low resistance ohmic contact and recrystallizes the metal-oxide NCs. Both 
ohmic contact and NCs are supposed to anneal only once. That is why there is not RTA 
process right after ohmic contact metallization. Twice annealing will largely affect the 
contact performance. The ohmic contact annealing under the SiO2 passivation layer can 
protect contact alloy from any contaminations from annealing chamber and NCs. 
Moreover, the annealing process will improve the MH’s reliability and reproducibility. Fig. 
6.13 shows the diagram of process after annealing, four metals forms ohmic contact alloy.  
Some of the NWNC sensor needs both metal-oxide and metal NCs, like TiO2-Pt. 
The metal NCs is not necessary to be annealed. For the sensors need extra sputter 






6.2.6 Passivation Etching and Vias Formation 
The NCs sputter disposition is a planer process that uniformly coating the whole 
wafer surface with NCs, both on top of the NW and on passivation SiO2 surface. The NCs 
on passivation layer is un-favorable because they will absorb target gases as well in real 
sensing. The existence of un-favorable NCs will affect the detect concentration and 
recovery time. An extra layer of photoresist was spin-coated and lithography patterned that 
protect the NW, MH and contact areas are developed. All the other unprotected areas will 
be etched later in the SiO2 etching process, the un-favorable NCs will be removed together 
with etched SiO2. To maintain low cost and minimized the number of process steps, the 
device terminal contact vias were patterned at the same time and a trench will be etched in 
that area in the SiO2 etching process as well. Fig. 6.14 shows the photoresist after 
development and the pattern for vias and protection for MH, NW and contact areas. MA6 
Front and Back Contact Aligner (Suss Microtec) was used for lithography patterning. 
Lithography and photoresist coating methods are the same with former mentioned MH, 
ohmic contact and active window patterning. A bi-layer stack of photoresists (MicroChem 
LOR3A and Microposit S1813) were used, due to the adhesion issue of S1813 with SiO2, 
either LOR3A or HMDS can be used for adhesion layer. The spin coating recipe for 
LOR3A and HMDS is the same. After UV exposure with 90 mJ/cm² dose energy, post-
bake and develop in Microposit MIF-319 for 60 seconds, reactive-ion etching (RIE, Unaxis 
790) was used for a descum process with 30sccm flow rate of oxygen for 30 seconds to 
clean up the remaining developed resist residue.  
SiO2 Dry etching with the same RIE chamber or BOE wet etching is the last step 





discussing the active window etching. Fig. 6.15 show the process diagram of gas sensor 
opened vias on top of contacts and etched the SiO2. 
 
Fig. 6.14 Sensor process diagram after photolithography patterning 
 






6.2.7 Bond Pad Patterning and Metallization 
The on chip ohmic contacts are too small (20 m x 20 m) for wire bonding and 
after annealing the alloy of Ti/Al/Au is not suitable for forming a reliable bonding 
connection. An ideal bonding pad for wedge bonding should have soft and thick gold, 
aluminum or platinum layer at lease 100 nm. A bi-layer stack of photoresists (MicroChem 
LOR3A and Microposit S1813) were used to support a lift-off process for the bond pad 
contact metallization. Contact Aligner (Suss Microtec MA6) was used for bond pad contact 
patterning. After UV exposure with 90 mJ/cm² dose energy, post-baked and developed in 
Microposit MIF-319 for 60 seconds, reactive-ion etching (RIE, Unaxis 790) was used for 
a descum process with 30sccm flow rate of oxygen for 30 seconds to clean up the remaining 
un-thoroughly developed resist residue. Fig. 6.16 shows the gas sensor after the RIE 
descum processes and ready for bond pad contact metallization. Ti/Au (40 nm / 180 nm) 
bi-metal stack was deposited in the Denton Infinity 22 E-beam Evaporator with deposition 
rate of 1 Å/sec and lifted-off in PG remover or 1165. The deposition rate was monitored 
by a quartz crystal sensor. After acetone, methanol, isopropanol and de-ionized water 
cleaning, the final sensor chip before packaging is shown in Fig. 6.17. Reliable contacts 
were formed at the NW and MH terminals, and linked to 100 m x 300 m bonding pads 








Fig. 6.16 Sensor process diagram after bond pad photolithography patterning 
 





6.3 Simultaneous Sensing: Multiple Types of Gas Sensors on a Single Chip 
 Multiple types of sensors can be integrated onto a single die. From the basic 
platform mentioned in section 6.2, extra 10 planer process steps and 2 lithography masks 
will be needed for each additional type of NCs deposited on assigned NW. The additional 
process steps were added before RTA process, after the first NCs deposited in section 6.2.5.  
6.3.1 Photoresist Protection Layer Patterning 
 Fig. 6.18 shows two of NWs and MHs arrays after the first NCs deposited, before 
the RTA process.  Fig. 6.19 shows the photoresist after development and the pattern for 
protection of the former deposited NCs active window. MA6 Front and Back Contact 
Aligner (Suss Microtec) was used for lithography patterning. Lithography and photoresist 
coating methods are the same with former mentioned MH, ohmic contact and active 
window patterning. A bi-layer stack of photoresists (MicroChem LOR3A and Microposit 
S1813) were used. Due to the adhesion issue of S1813 with SiO2, either LOR3A or HMDS 
can be used for adhesion layer. The spin coating recipe for LOR3A and HMDS is the same. 
After UV exposure with 90 mJ/cm² dose energy, post-bake and develop in Microposit MIF-
319 for 60 seconds, reactive-ion etching (RIE, Unaxis 790) was used for a descum process 







Fig. 6.18 Multiple sensors process diagram after the first NCs deposited 
 






6.3.2 Active Window Patterning on Passivation Layer 
After the deposited NCs were protected by photoresist, a passivation layer of 50 
nm SiO2 was deposited uniformly on the wafer by PVD tools. PVD with sputtering or 
evaporating are both room temperature processes comparing to CVD technique which will 
ensure the photoresist maintain stable during the process. Another reason is CVD generally 
deposit conformal thin-films on all surfaces. SiO2 growth on sidewall of photoresist will 
make the photoresist very hard to be removed later. The 50 nm SiO2 is good enough to 
cover all the former deposited NCs on 300 nm SiO2, and protect the new sputtered NCs 
from being contaminated by former NCs.  The thickness of PVD deposited oxide film was 
double proofed by Nanospec Reflectometer (Nanometrics) and ellipsometry studies.  Fig. 
6.20 shows the wafer covered by SiO2 passivation layer. 
Fig. 6.21 shows the process diagram of gas sensor opened a new window on top of 
an undecorated NW and etched the SiO2. MA6 Front and Back Contact Aligner (Suss 
Microtec) is used for NW open window patterning. Lithography and photoresist coating 
methods are the same with former mentioned MH and ohmic contact patterning. A bi-layer 
stack of photoresists (MicroChem LOR3A and Microposit S1813) were used. After UV 
exposure with 90 mJ/cm² dose energy, post-baked and developed in Microposit MIF-319 
for 60 seconds, reactive-ion etching (RIE, Unaxis 790) was used for a descum process with 
30sccm flow rate of oxygen for 30 seconds to clean up the remaining un-thoroughly 
developed resist residue. Dry etching with the same RIE or BOE wet etching is the last step 
to remove the SiO2 in the window. For RIE dry etching, 12 min is sufficient enough to 
remove 350 nm SiO2. For BOE (1:6) wet etchings, ideally 105 sec of BOE etch can remove 





cracking the photoresist when etch for a long time. HF vaper etching is more controllable 
and repeatable comparing to BOE solution. 
 
Fig. 6.20 Multiple sensors process diagram after deposition of passivation layer of SiO2
 






6.3.3 Photoresist Removal and RTA 
 After annealing, the wafer was rinsed in PG remover or 1165 to remove the 
photoresist, followed by acetone, methanol, isopropanol and de-ionized water cleaning. 
Fig. 6.22 shows the two different NCs each deposited on the assigned NW. The same 
process can be employed for the third, fourth and any additional NCs on new NWs, and 
the goal is multiple sensors on a single chip. 
 
 






6.4 Device Packaging 
 The packaging process includes photoresist coating, dicing, die bonding and wire 
bonding. The wafer after the whole process was shown in Fig. 6.23(a). Each die 
(highlighted by red block) is 2.6 mm x 2.6 mm size and the detailed pattern is shown in 
Fig. 6.23(b). On each die, there are 8 NWs, top 6 NWs are active sensing elements and the 
bottom 2 NWs are passivated by thick SiO2 layer. The passivated elements were designed 
as control groups for calibration of NW baseline current. The 6 active NWs can be 
decorated with same or different NCs, each NW has its own MH for desorption assistance 
purpose. The large and long MH in the middle of the die can be engaged and heat up the 
whole chip instead of each small local area around NW. 
  
 






6.4.1 Photoresist Coating 
A layer of photoresist was coated on wafer to protect the surface and device from 
damaging during the dicing process. Microposit S1813 was spun coated at 4000 rpm for 
45 seconds followed by 60 sec bake at 115 ºC. 
 
6.4.2 Dicing 
 The wafer was mounted on Microautomation Dicing Saw (Disco 341 Wafer Dicing 
Saw) and got diced into 2.6 mm x 2.6 mm size. After the dicing process, each die was 
immersed in the heated 1165 or remover PG solvent followed by cleaning with acetone, 
methanol and IPA with ultra sound sonication. Finally dies were rinsed in DI water and 
blow dried but nitrogen gas. 
 
6.4.3 Die Bonding 
Each die was individually mounted onto an open top side-brazed 24-pin dual in-
line ceramic package with HD3007 (HD MicroSystems Polyimide Adhesive). The ceramic 
package was hot-baked at 110 ºC for 5 min to dehydrate the surface. HD3007 was applied 
on ceramic package and hot-baked at 220 ºC for 2 min to ensure it fully degassed. Die was 
put on top of the ceramic package and hot-baked at 350 ºC for 5 min to let the HD3007 
getting hard. Wait until the package fully cooled down to room temperature and transfer 





6.4.4 Wire Bonding 
The bonding pads of each die will be connected to ceramic package though Au wire 
wedge bonding. The wire bonder (Kulicke and Soffa Model 4526) was used. The packaged 











6.5 Chapter Conclusion 
This chapter reveals the process integration details of the nanowire-nanocluster 
(NWNC) gas sensors. Process integration of all three micro- and nano-structures into a 
single NWNC hybrid sensor device was discussed. Integration considerations including the 
process flows, RTA, multiple passivation layers, NW yield improvement, active opening 
windows, passivated control elements and ohmic contact improvement were explained in 
detail. The techniques for multiple sensors integration into a single sensor chip were first 
time reported. These enables the simultaneously multiple gas sensing capability of a single 
sensor chip.  
The whole fabrication process of a single type of gas sensor contains more than 40 
planer-process steps and 6 lithography masks. Every new type of gas sensor adding onto 
the original wafer needs the corresponding NCs deposited onto an assigned NW that hasn’t 
been occupied. Each new NCs deposition will need extra 10 planer-process steps and 2 
lithography masks. The whole process integration design was aim at establishment of a 
platform technology, which has great advantage in product flexibility and has the capability 
of customized design. It enables all kinds of combinations of gas sensing capabilities and 





Chapter 7: Gas Sensing 
In this chapter, the gas sensing measurement station for characterization of the 
NWNC sensor devices will be described. The set-up, including bubbler, pressure 
controller, gas mixing chamber and digital mass flow controllers (MFC) will be discussed. 
Several organic solvents can be mixed with ambient air and delivered to sensing chamber. 
Sensing results for TiO2-Pt NCs / GaN NW sensor will be highlighted. Other nanoclusters 
alternatives and sensors, TiO2-Pd NCs / GaN NW and SnO2 NCs / GaN NW, will be 
explored. 
7.1 Sensing Measurement Set-up 
 
Fig. 7.1 Block Diagram of Gas Sensing Station Set-up 
 
The schematic drawing of gas sensing station is shown in Fig. 7.1, gas tank cylinder 
with compressed breathing quality air (<9 ppm water vapor) is used as carrier gas for the 





high performance liquid analyte to be carried for organic sensors. For other gases, a high 
concentration cylinder can be connected directly to MFC1 and by-pass the bubbler. MFC1 
has flow rate in between 0.2 sccm to 10 sccm to adjust the gas flow into bubbler. The small 
amount of analyte in its carrier gas is fully mixed with the carrier gas flow from MFC2. 
MFC2 has flow rate in the range of 200 sccm to 10,000 sccm (0.2 slm to 10 slm). The 
density of analyte in carrier gas can be manipulated by adjusting the MFC1 and MFC2 as 
well as the vapor pressure of the analytes. The analyte vapor picked up by the carrier gas 
and its concentration at the outlet of the bubbler depends on the vapor pressure of the 
analyte at the pre-set bubbler temperature. The bubbler is immersed in a temperature 
controller with a range of -15ºC to 75ºC. The flow of the analyte at the outlet of bubbler is 
given by the equation 7.1, 
𝐹𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  
𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 × 𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐−𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟
         (7.1) 
where 𝐹𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the flow rate of the analyte vapor at the bubbler outlet, 𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 =
𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1 is the flow rate of the carrier gas at the bubbler inlet, controlled by MFC1. 𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟is 
the vapor pressure of the analyte in bubbler at the set temperature and 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐is the 
atmospheric pressure which under normal condition is 760 mmHg. This equation is only 
valid for an ambient pressure larger than the vapor pressure. A bi-pass valve installed at 
the outlet of the bubbler is used to control the mixture (on and off) into the sensing chamber. 
MFC2 has much higher flow rate than MFC1 to dilute the analyte concentration with the 
carried gas. To maintain a constant pressure at the mixing chamber, a pressure controller 
is used to vent out extra gases. MFC3 is used to set gas flow rate into the sensing chamber 







Fig. 7.2 Gas sensing measurement station 
 
Fig. 7.3 Detailed assembly of UV LED, sensing chamber and sensor chips 
 
For sensor device characterization, each sensor chip is placed in a customized 
stainless steel chamber with a quartz window on the top for UV exposure. The chamber 
volume is 0.73 mL. Electrical measurements were performed using an Agilent B1500A 





215 nm to 400 nm, after optimization. The 355 nm wavelength filter is used and the deliver 
power of illumination is 50 W/cm² through the quartz window. An alternate 355 nm UV 
LED can be used for higher intensity up to 496 W/cm². Fig. 7.2 shows the image of the 
real gas sensing station set-ups. Fig. 7.3 shows the detail assembly of UV LED, sensing 
chamber and the sensor chip. 
 
7.1.1 Analyte Vapor Pressure Control 
 Vapor pressure of the analyte inside the bubbler can be controlled by bath 
temperature. The bubbler is immersed in a heat/cool tank filled with ethylene glycol and 
water. Adding ethylene glycol in water can decrease the freezing point of solution below 0 
ºC and increase the boiling point larger than 100 ºC. For weight percentage of 30% of 
ethylene glycol in water solution in heat/cool tank can achieve a wide bubbler temperature 
range from -15 ºC to 104 ºC.  
 
7.1.2 Mass Flow Controller 
 MFC1, MFC2 and MFC3 are MKS ALTA metal sealed type 1480A mass flow 
controller, at normal operating range, the pressure differential should be at least 10 psid for 
10 to 5000 sccm flows and 15 psid for 10000 to 30000 sccm flows. The pressure differential 
should not exceed 40 psid. That means that for MFC1 (0.2 - 10 sccm) and MFC3 (2 - 100 
sccm), the difference of pressure between inlet and outlet should be at least 10 psid. And 






7.1.3 Pressure Controller 
 The pressure Controller is an MSK electronic pressure controller 641A type. The 
controller is used to maintain constant pressure at the gas mixing chamber as well as to 
ensure the inlet working pressure for MFC3. The set pressure controller maintains a 
pressure difference of one atmosphere pressure (760 mmHg, 14.5 psid).  
The pressure in the mixing chamber is twice the atmosphere pressure (29 psia), this 
maintains MFC1 and MFC2 working in the reliable conditions, and will not damage the 
MFCs when the mixing chamber suffering from short time pressure loss. The gas tank 
carrier gas pressure at the inlet was set to 45 psia by a regulator connected to gas cylinder. 
 
7.1.4 UV Intensity Calibration 
UV exposure is provided by a Newport Monochromator Illuminator 7340 series, 
controlled by LabView for wavelength optimization experiment. The best UV response for 
the NWs appears at the wave length of 355 nm. In the gas sensing experiments, the Newport 
UV source can be replaced by a commercial LED with the same wavelength. The Newport 
UV source is a series set-up and must be precisely tuned and well maintained prior to any 
measurements. However, LED is more portable and not necessary for any scheduled 
maintenance. Moreover, the GaN LED enables the sensor’s capability of integrating 





7.2 Sensor Characterization Parameters 
7.2.1 Analyte Concentration 
 Analyte concentration is defined in units of ppm (parts per million), ppb (parts per 
billion) or ppt (parts per trillion) for low concentrations. Percentage representations were 
used to high concentration gases, 1% = 10,000 ppm.  Concentration depends on the flow 
rates of MFC1, MFC2 and the vapor pressure of the analyte in bubbler.  If a bubbler is used 
as the analyte source, from equation 7.1, concentration can be expressed by 𝐹𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡  as 




𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1 + 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶2 
× 106
=  
𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1  × 𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟
(𝑃
𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐
− 𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟)(𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1 + 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶2)
× 106                 (7.2) 
Where 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1and 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶2 are the flow rate through MFC1 and MFC2 correspondingly. For 
units of ppb and ppt, × 109 and × 1012 will be applied respectively. During the sensing 
measurement, we try to achieve the lowest minimum detectable analyte concentration 
possible, so  𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1 ≪  𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶2. The equation 7.2 can be approximated as shown in equation 
7.3. 
 




  𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1   
𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶2






 If a bubbler is not used, the concertation of analyte is only controlled by MFC1 and 
MFC2, equation 7.2 is simplified to equation 7.4. The approximated form for  𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1 ≪
 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶2, is shown in equation 7.5. 
 
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑝𝑝𝑚) =  
 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1 
𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1 + 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶2
× 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒(%) × 10
6                      (7.4) 
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑝𝑝𝑚) =  
 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶1 
 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐶2
× 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒(%) × 10
6                      (7.5) 
Where 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑒  is the analyte concentration from analyte source cylinder and 
represented in percentage format.  
 
7.2.2 Response Time 
 Response time was defined as the time needed by sensor to reach 90% of the total 
response change after the exposure to analyte. If Ib (baseline current) is the current level 
without the analyte, and Is (sensing current) is the steady current under analyte exposure. 
The time needed for current change from Ib to Ib + 90%·(Is-Ib) is defined as the response 
time. 
 
7.2.3 Recovery Time 
 Recovery time was defined as the time needed by sensor output to recover back to 
30% of the total respond after the start of the recovering cycle. If Ib (baseline current) is 









 There is some ambiguity in the literature on the definitions of sensitivity, resolution 
and response. In the gas sensing field, sensitivity is the change of measured signal 
(resistance, conductance) when the sensor is exposed to a certain concentration of target 
analyte [6, 7]. In general, though, (e.g. for temperature or radiation sensors), this is defined 
as response, and the slope of the response to the sensed quantity (temperature and radiation 
intensity in this case) is defined as sensitivity. However, in the gas sensor field, this 
quantity is defined as resolution. In this work, we opt to use “common gas sensor parlance” 
and define sensitivity as the change of resistance before and after gas sensing. We use the 
term “resolution” to define the slope of sensitivity (response) with respect to analyte 
concentration. The mathematical expression for sensitivity used here is shown in equation 
7.6. 
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙) =  
 𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑟
                (7.6) 
Where 𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠 and 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑟 are resistances of NWNC two terminal device exposed to target gas 
and air respectively. During the experiments, current was measured with a fixed voltage, 
so the sensitivity also can be expressed by current of device exposed to target gas and air, 





𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙) =  
 𝐼𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑠
                (7.7) 
 In open literature, there are another common ways to express highly sensitive 
device by taking ratio of resistances before and after exposure to target analytes, as shown 
in equation 7.8. 






                    (7.8) 
 
7.2.5 Selectivity 
Selectivity is the ability to discriminate between the components of a gas mixture 
and provide detection signal for the component of interest [6-8]. In this work, I defined the 
selectivity of my gas sensor by exposure it to all possible target gases individually and list 
all the gases that shown detectable response. If a sensor shows response to one type of gas 
only and shows no responds to other gases, then this sensor is defined as highly selective. 
For example the GaN / TiO2-Pt sensor in section 7.3 only shows response to H2 gas and no 
response to all other gases.  If a sensor shows response to a group of gases and shows no 
responds to other gases, then this sensor is defined as good selectivity. For example, the 
NOx sensor based on GaN / SnO2 in section 7.4 only shows response to NO and NO2 and 
shows no response to other gases. Selectivity can be quantified by a factor as the ratio of 
the response to the target analyte to the response to the interference species as shown in 
equation 7.9. 
𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =  
 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒





7.3 Sensing Characteristics of the GaN / TiO2-Pt NWNC Sensors 
 The nanowire arrays were patterned and dry etched by inductive coupled plasma 
(ICP) chlorine etcher followed by KOH wet etching. TiO2-Pt composite NCs were 
deposited with magnetron sputter. NCs deposition recipes and process flows were 
explained in detail in the former chapters. 
 The GaN / TiO2-Pt hybrid sensor shows high sensitivity and selectivity for H2. In 
this study, the hydrogen sensor in different types of environments was compared. The 
proposed hybrid sensor is both sensitive and exhibits a reversible response. In fact as shown 
in Table 1.4, it shows higher sensitivity and shorter respond/recovery time than other 
reported sensors. By field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) measurements, we were able to reveal the metal oxides surface 
morphology displayed in Chapter 4. Through X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) we characterized the phase and composition of the 
material. The conductance measurements were applied to nanoclusters on a metal-dot-array 
pre-patterned substrate and I got further proof of the isolation property.  Breathing air with 
and without UV illumination for 12 hours with negligible baseline drift and no decrease in 
sensitivity were observed. The sensors were selective for hydrogen and did not exhibit any 
response to VOCs, CO, CO2, NH3, NO2, NO, SO2, H2S, and the response to alcohols shows 
magnitudes lower sensitivity when compared to H2. 
The gas sensing performance of the fabricated sensor was investigated at room-
temperature in a custom-built apparatus. A gaseous mixture of target analyte and breathing 
air was introduced into the sensing apparatus. Mass flow controllers independently tuned 





final composition of the mixed gas. The sensors were biased with a constant 5 V supply 
and currents were measured by a National Instrument PCI DAQ system. A 355 nm light 
emitting diode provided the UV illumination to the sensor. A detailed description of the 






7.3.1 Current-Voltage (IV) Characteristics 
IV measurements were performed from -5 V to 5 V with UV off. The IV curve of 
the GaN/TiO2-Pt hybrid sensors was nonlinear and asymmetric especially in between 
voltage bias of -2V and 2V, while the IV curve of the SiO2 passivated control sensors was 
linear with relatively higher current as shown in Fig. 7.4. The nonlinear characteristic of 
the TiO2-Pt sensor is not due to the contact resistance since the control NWs IVs are linear. 
The nonlinearity is likely due to the band bending effects at the GaN / (TiO2-Pt) junction. 
The band bending forms depletion depth largely decreases the cross-sectional area for 
carrier transportation, which result in higher resistivity and lower current under the same 
voltage bias. 5V of voltage bias was use for gas sensing measurement since the IV curve 
near 5 V is in a linear range. 
 






 Table 7.1 lists the sensor currents as measured under four conditions: in breathing 
air and N2 ambient both with and without UV illumination. Surface adsorbed oxygen is a 
critical determinate in metal oxide reactivity and resistivity. Factors effecting the 
concentration of surface adsorbed oxygen on TiO2 include the ambient atmosphere O2 
concentration and UV illumination. The oxygen adsorbed on TiO2 NCs significantly 
affects the current conduct through the NW by depleting the electron near the GaN surface 
and increase the depletion depth. The current increase to 7 times when the device exposure 
in oxygen free ambient. Under UV illumination, large amount electron-hole pairs 
generated, holes diffuse to surface and electrons remain in the core of the NW. Excess 
amount of holes carrier enhances desorption rate of oxygen. Therefore, with UV exposure, 
current increases significantly due to photo generated electron-hole pairs increase the 
carrier concentration. Because the oxygen adsorption is low, sensors in N2 and air show 
similar current magnitude.   
 
 





7.3.2 H2 Sensing Performance of GaN / TiO2-Pt Sensors 
 The sensor resistance is on the order of 10 MΩ, to accurately test the current 
through the sensor without introducing new current path, a small resistor 100 kΩ was 
connected with gas sensor in series. A constant voltage of 5 V was applied to maintain the 
voltage of gas sensor around the linear range. A voltage meter was used to measure the 
voltage drop on two sides of resistor. The gas sensing measurement circuit layout is shown 
in Fig. 7.5(d). Fig. 7.5(a)-(c) show the 10% H2 sensing results of the GaN / TiO2-Pt sensor 
under three different conditions: (a) carrier gas is breathing air and no UV illumination 
during the test, (b) carrier gas is breathing air and use UV illumination during test the and 
(c) carrier gas is nitrogen and no UV illumination during the test. The current increased 
upon exposure to hydrogen in all three cases. That means the exposure to H2 will decrease 
the resistivity of gas sensor. Comparing Fig. 7.5(a) and Fig. 7.5(b), the current increase is 
due to the UV illumination that generate electron-hole pairs that increase the carrier 
concentration. Comparing Fig. 7.5(a) and Fig. 7.5(c) reveals that N2 ambient will decrease 
the device resistivity by reducing surface O2 absorption amount. Both results fit with the 
IV characterization. Fig. 7.5(b) and Fig. 7.5(c) shows higher noise magnitude comparing 
to Fig. 7.5(a), that is because the increased current comes from the increased conduction 
channel cross-sectional area. There are lots TiO2/ GaN interface near the GaN surface. The 
larger the carrier transport area, the closer the mobile charge comes to the TiO2/GaN 
interface, the more likely it will be scattered and the effective mobility of the charge will 
be reduced. In the case of (b) and (c), the interface defects trap and release the mobile 





area is narrowed down to the core of NW where carrier mobility is the highest due to the 
high quality of GaN.   
 
Fig. 7.5 Response of GaN / TiO2-Pt to 10% H2 for 300 sec. (a) breathing air carrier gas without 
UV illumination (b) breathing air carrier gas with UV illumination (c) nitrogen carrier gas 
without UV illumination (d) gas sensing measurement circuit layout 
 
The device sensitivity was 25 times greater without the presence of UV light than 
in the presence of UV light and 15 times more sensitive in breathing air than N2 without 
UV illumination as shown in Table 7.2. Sensitivity is defined as (Rgas – Rair) / Rair where 
Rgas and Rair are the resistances of the sensors in the presence of the analyte and in the 







Table 7.2 Comparison of the H2 sensitivity in percentage with and without 365 nm UV 
illumination in breathing air and in nitrogen 
 
The GaN / TiO2-Pt can detect H2 concentration down to 100 ppm and up to 100%.  
It can fully recover even after sensing extremely high concentrations. The H2 sensitivity to 
different concentrations from 500 ppm to 40% can be linearly fitted to a logarithmically 
proportional increase in current as shown in Fig. 7.6. This sensor is the widest detection 
range for H2 as compared to other alternatives from open literatures in Table 1.4. The 
responses to concentration below 100 ppm and above 40% were not distinguishable and 
they were observed similar to 500 ppm and 100% exposures respectively. A linear fit was 
applied to scattered data and the variance was 0.9921. The sensor was tested cyclically for 
12 continuous hours with forty times of 5-minute-exposure to 10% H2 followed by 5-
minute-recovery, the sensing result is shown in Fig. 7.7. Negligible baseline drift occurred 








Fig. 7.6 Semi-logarithmic plot of sensitivity (response) to hydrogen gas concentration from 1000 
ppm to 40% in breathing air 
 
Fig. 7.7 Cyclic response of the GaN / TiO2-Pt hybrid sensor exposed to 10% H2 in breathing air 






7.3.3 Selectivity of the GaN / TiO2-Pt Sensor 
The response of the GaN / TiO2-Pt sensor in the presence of other analytes or 
interfering compounds/molecules with hydrogen was tested with 5-minute-exposures to 
500 ppm of H2S, SO2, CO, CO2, NH3, NO2, NO, SO2, methanol, and benzene. The UV 
photocurrent did not change after these exposures and the device continued to respond to 
H2 without showing any interference effects. The highly selectivity can be explained by the 






7.3.4 H2 Sensing Mechanism for the GaN / TiO2-Pt Sensor 
The hydrogen sensing mechanism in these hybrid sensors is complex and depends 
on many factors including the metal-semiconductor junction, the analyte-NC interactions, 
NC adsorbates, and how these electronic interactions modulate the GaN NW current. The 
physical mechanism creating this conductivity change has remained ambiguous. 
Qualitative mechanisms are proposed, aimed at elucidating the physical basis of these 
observations.   
Consider a GaN nanowire of arbitrary length (10, 50, 100 or 200 m). The width 
and height of this wire is fixed at 300 nm. When exposed to various gases (O2, CO, CO2, 
alcohols of various types, benzene, methane, ethane, etc.), these wires by themselves 
exhibit little change in conductivity. However, when TiO2 NC or thin-film was sputter 
deposited on these wires, the wires exhibit larger response in conductivity when they were 
exposed to the same gases. Sputter deposition of a small amount of platinum NPs enhances 
this effect and the sensor became selective to H2 gas only. In the paragraphs below, we 
outline some further explanations of these observations. The base structure (with platinum 
inclusions) is shown in Fig. 7.8. 
 





Both TiO2 and GaN are wide band-gap semiconductors with Eg greater than 3.2 eV. 
Due to its intrinsic defect structure and oxygen deficiency, TiO2 is n-type semiconductor 
with fairly conductivity and it is electron rich. The GaN wire is doped n-type by silicon 
addition and exhibits a mobile electron background of about 1E17/cm². There is a 
difference in electron affinities between the TiO2 and the GaN material. The electron 
affinity of the TiO2 is about 1 eV larger than that of GaN. Thus, the conduction band edge 
of the TiO2 is lower than the conduction band edge of GaN by about 1 eV. As the TiO2 is 
heavily doped and GaN is intentionally doped, we assume that the Fermi levels of the two 
materials, when separate, are quite close to their respective conduction band edges. We can 
assume that the Fermi level of both materials is similarly close to its conduction band edge. 
 
Fig. 7.9 The electronic structure of the TiO2 / GaN system (a) before the materials are brought 






If the above assumptions hold, there can be a spill-over of mobile electron charge 
from the GaN into the TiO2, leading to a thin depletion layer in the nitride. We now estimate 
that the Fermi level difference between the two materials is 1 eV, the TiO2 is electron rich 
to the point that it cannot sustain a space charge and the whole space charge extends into 
the GaN. In that case we can estimate the depletion depth of extending into the nitride is 
about 100 nm. This thickness is determined by the background doping in the nitride (1E17 
/cm³) and by the estimated a volt Fermi level offset between the TiO2 and the GaN. The 
depletion width is 99 nm and 104 nm for carrier concentration in TiO2 is 1E19 /cm³ and 
1E18 /cm³ respectively. The dielectric constant for GaN is reported in between 8.9 and 9.5, 
8.9 is used in this space charge estimation [228]. While this leads to a significant area 
reduction of the conductive channel, if we consider a three-dimension nanowire whose top 
surface and sidewalls are covered by TiO2 NCs. That explains why the TiO2 decorated NW 
shows much lower current than the SiO2 passivated NWs in Fig. 7.4. The band diagrams 
are shown in Fig. 7.9. 
The large amount of photo-generated charges “photodope" the GaN NW and shrink 
the depletion to a negligible thickness. As the UV incident flux is large (469 W/cm²), the 
back-ground carrier concentration substantially increases, shrinking the space charge to a 
negligible thickness. The current boost was the result of both increased carrier 
concentration and widened transport channels.  
Comparing Fig. 7.5(a) and Fig. 7.5(b) the experiment shows that under UV 
exposure, the sensor still has the capability of channel modulation and the sensor responds 
to hydrogen. Ideally, the total number of photo generated carriers in the wire will be 





simply push those photo generated electrons to the core of the wire and they would still 
available for transport. Thus, the photocurrent should in no way be affected by the 
depletion narrowing of the transport channel. The result of Fig. 7.5(b) can be explained by 
the large photo-absorption of UV light by TiO2 NCs shielding the GaN underneath from 
optical exposure. So under UV exposure, the channel modulation capability was weakened 
and the sensitivity decreased to 6% comparing to the 150% sensitivity without UV 
assistance.  
With UV illumination, the number of carriers available for transport through the 
cross sectional area of the wire remains the same and is largely determined by the number 
of photo generated mobile carriers. All that changes is within a small space charge range 
near the TiO2 / GaN interfaces. The closer the mobile charge comes to the TiO2 / GaN 
interface, the more likely it will be scattered and the effective mobility of the charge will 
be reduced. This explains why in Fig. 7.5(a) and Fig. 7.5(b) sensing with UV illumination 
shows higher noise magnitude than sensing measurements without UV illumination. It is 
also possible that charged interface traps play some role. While the traps at the TiO2 / GaN 
interface will not be affected directly by molecules attached to the TiO2 NCs, the NCs 
charge can affect band bending and change the occupancy of interface traps. If the interface 
traps discharge, they will be less effective in creating scattering and mobility degradation. 
Or, if the traps become negatively charged, they will force the mobile channel charge more 
deeply into the channel, away from the scattering interface. This will, in turn, increase 
conductivity. In any event, with UV illumination, the charge state of the TiO2 NCs and of 
the TiO2 / GaN interface will dominate in defining conduction. In summary, when the 





allowing mobile charge to move closer to the TiO2 / GaN interface. There, the carriers are 
strongly scattered, trapped and recombined before collection. This generates noise and 
lower sensitivity. 
Without UV illumination, the curvature of the bands does push the mobile charge 
away from the scattering centers and from possible interface recombination sites, some 
interaction with the interface is expected.  
In summary, if the sensor is exposed to high intensity UV radiation. Photo exciting 
both TiO2 NCs and GaN NW, any chemical adsorption on the TiO2 that leaves a statistic 
net positive charge on the NCs will pull the electrons in the GaN closer to the interface, 
generation noises, reducing space charge and increasing conductivity. Also, those carriers 
incident on the interface may be trapped and recombine before collection. Statistic negative 
charge on the NCs has the opposite effect. Mobile charge will be forced to the center of the 
wire, away from the scattering interface, reducing noises, which slightly increasing the 
space charge area, decreasing the current.  
On the contrary, if the sensor is measured in the dark and there are no photo 
generated carriers in either TiO2 NCs or GaN NWs, then any chemical adsorption on the 
TiO2 that leaves a statistic net positive charge on the NCs will reduce the space charge 
thickness in the GaN, widening the cross sectional area of channel and increasing 
conductivity by large. Negative charge on the NCs has the opposite effect. Mobile electrons 
will be further depleted and forced to the center of the wire. This narrows the transportation 
channel, thereby decreasing the current. The space charge for both conditions is large 






The space charge is much smaller under UV illumination comparing to the space 
charge in dark (100 nm). Therefore, the conduction channel width modulation under UV 
exposure is substantially smaller than in dark. The same device shows lower sensitivity 
under UV illumination as compared to the sensitivity in dark, as shown in Fig. 7.5(a) and 
Fig. 7.5(b). 
So now we must turn to surface chemistry to address the issue of how gas/NCs 
interactions lead to statistic surface net charge and space charge modulation. As an n-type 
semiconductor, TiO2 depletion width increases in the presence of electron trapping 
adsorbates, such as O2. To understand the O2 adsorption on TiO2 and its effect on GaN 
depletion width, the sensor current with two different concentrations of surface adsorbed 
O2 on TiO2 was examined by desorbing some of the surface O2 in a N2 atmosphere (Table 
7.1). The sensor current was 6 times lower in air than in nitrogen implying a more negative 
charged TiO2 surface leads to an increased depletion layer of GaN and a lower NW current. 
The effect a metal has on the semiconductor depletion layer is directly dependent on the 
work-function of the metal and the electron affinity of the semiconductor. The work 
function of Pt (6.35 eV) is higher than the electron affinity of TiO2 (5.1 eV). TiO2 will lose 
electrons to the Pt when in contact. Pt essentially acts in the same manner as in surface-
adsorbed O2, which enhances the negative TiO2 surface charge and increases the space 
charge in GaN NW in dark. Table 7.3 lists the summary of how ambient oxygen 
concentration and the adsorption on TiO2 NCs forms O2
- affect the NW conductivity in 
dark. When ambient O2 concentration increases, the number of O2 molecules adsorbed on 
NCs increases as well. The electrons were depleted by absorbed O2, and formed O2
-, which 





net negative charge at the surface of TiO2 depletes the GaN NW, pushes electrons to the 
core and decreases the conductive channel width. The conductivity will decrease as the 
result. Lower O2 concentration has the opposite effect.  
 
Table 7.3 Mechanism of surface adsorption of O2 on TiO2 NCs modulate the NW conductivity 
without UV assistance (in dark)  
 
The GaN / TiO2-Pt sensor is highly selective to H2. This was believed due to the 
introduction of Pt NPs on TiO2 NCs. The heat of adsorption of H2 on Pt is 100 kJ/mol [229] 
while on TiO2 the number is negligible [230]. Upon exposure to H2, the sensor current 
significantly increased implying that both the TiO2 NCs depletion layer and the GaN NW 
space charge widths decreased. Introducing H2 will decrease the O2 concentration in the 
chamber, desorption O2 from TiO2 surface can increase the conductivity of NW (Table 
7.3). The TiO2 rapidly desorbs most of the O2 on its surface and maintains a very low net 
absorption rate at equilibrium and decreasing its depletion layer [231-233]. However this 





gases other than O2 were tried and only H2 shown a significant sensing response while 
other gas responses were negligible and barely observed.  
The dominating sensing mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 7.10. The sensor in the air 
ambient absorbs O2 at the oxygen vacancy sites of TiO2 NCs. The attached O2 depleted the 
electron carriers in TiO2 and forms O2
-. There is a net negative charge at the TiO2 surface 
and a space charge formed in GaN NW surface. Once H2 introduced into the system, this 
space charge depth shrinks due to the H2 on a Pt NPs surface lose electron and dissociates 
at room temperature. There is a net transfer of electrons from H2 to O2
- on TiO2 NCs and 
desorb the O2. The H
+ trap holes and neutral the net negative charge on TiO2 NCs surface, 
further accumulation H+ can make the surface positive charged. The space charge in the 
GaN NW decreases, widening the conduction channel in the NW enhances the conductivity 
of the sensor. The dissociated H+ can also spillover, migrate and reduce the O2 adsorbed 
on TiO2 NCs surface by producing water, which then desorbs [234]. New H2 and O2 
molecules will adsorb on Pt and TiO2 respectively. The pathway of chemical reactions is 
shown in equation 7.10 and 7.11. 
 
H2 + Pt ↔ Pt + 2H
+ + 2e-               (7.10) 
4H+ + O2 (ads) + TiO2 + 4e













7.4 Sensing Characteristics of the GaN / SnO2 NWNC Sensors 
 The nanowire arrays were patterned and dry etched by inductive coupled plasma 
(ICP) chlorine etcher followed by KOH wet etching. SnO2 NCs were deposited with 
magnetron sputter. NCs deposition recipes and sensor process flows were explained in 
detail in the former chapters. 
 The GaN / SnO2 hybrid sensor shows high sensitivity and selectivity for NOx, 
especially NO2. The sensor was designed to work at room temperature with a UV assistant. 
It can sense NO2 pollutants in breathing air at concentration lower than 100 ppm. The 
proposed hybrid sensor is both sensitive and exhibits a reversible response, higher 
sensitivity and shorter respond/recovery time than other reported sensors. By field emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
measurements, we were able to reveal the metal oxides surface morphology displayed in 
Chapter 4. Through X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
we characterized the phase and composition of the material. The conductance 
measurements were applied to nanoclusters on a metal-dot-array pre-patterned substrate 
and I got further proof of the isolation property. As compared to the thin-film case, we 
believe the SnO2 nanoclusters have larger surface area and larger numbers of surface 
adsorption sites. And so, with SnO2-GaN heterojunction, the adsorption of NO2 molecules 
enhances the effective channel modulation capability of the GaN nanowire. 
The gas sensing performance of the fabricated sensor was investigated at room-
temperature in a custom-built apparatus. A gaseous mixture of target analyte and breathing 
air was introduced into the sensing apparatus. Mass flow controllers independently tuned 





final composition of the mixed gas. The sensors were biased with a constant 5 V supply 
and currents were measured by a National Instrument PCI DAQ system. A 355 nm light 
emitting diode provided the UV illumination to the sensor. A detailed description of the 







7.4.1 Current-Voltage (IV) Characteristics 
IV measurements were performed from -5 V to 5 V with UV off and on. The IV 
curve of the GaN / SnO2 hybrid sensors were linear and asymmetric due to the high quality 
ohmic contact formed, while the IV curve of the SiO2 passivated control sensors was linear 
with relatively higher current for both UV on and off cases as shown in Fig. 7.11. The 
similar IV behavior observed for GaN / SnO2-Pt sensors and passivation NWs. Surface 
adsorbed oxygen is a critical determinate in metal oxide reactivity and resistivity. Factors 
effecting the concentration of surface adsorbed oxygen on SnO2 include the ambient 
atmosphere O2 concentration and UV illumination. The oxygen adsorbed on SnO2 NCs 
significantly affects the current conducted through the NW by depleting the electrons near 
the GaN surface and increase the depletion depth. Without UV illumination, the current 
increases up to 33% when the device exposure in oxygen free ambient (covered by SiO2 
passivation layer). Under UV illumination, a large amount electron-hole pairs are 
generated. Holes diffuse to surface and electrons remain in the core of the NW. An excess 
amount of hole carriers enhances the desorption rate of oxygen. Therefore, with UV 
exposure, current increases significantly due to photo generated electron-hole pairs. 
Because the oxygen adsorption effect is still operating, the passivated control NWs show 
30% higher current than gas sensors.  5V of voltage bias was use for gas sensing 













7.4.2 NOx Sensing Performance of GaN / SnO2 Sensors 
With UV assistance, a constant voltage of 5 V was applied to the gas sensor and 
current was monitored. Fig. 7.12 shows the 500 ppm NO2 sensing results of the GaN / SnO2 
sensor and the passivated control elements. The current decreased upon exposure to NO2 
for active sensors and the current remained in baseline for the control group. The sensitivity 
is 2.4% at 500 ppm of NO2. The larger baseline current is due to the GaN NW surface 
being passivated from oxygen adsorption, as explained in last section. That means the 
exposure to NO2 will increase the resistivity of gas sensor. Both results fit with the IV 
characterization.  There is no sensing response without UV assistance. The adsorption of 
NO2 molecules needs the photon energy and the oxidation is a UV catalysis process.  
 





7.4.3 Selectivity of the GaN / SnO2 Sensor 
Response of the GaN / SnO2 sensor in presence of other analytes or interfering 
compounds/molecules with hydrogen was tested with 5-minute-exposures to 500 ppm of 
CH4, CO, CO2, NH3, NO2 and NO as shown in Fig. 7.13. The UV photocurrent did not 
change after these exposures but NO2 and NO, and the device continued to respond to NOx 
without showing any interference. The high selectivity can be explained by SnO2 NCs 
composition. Detail mechanisms will be discussed in next section.  
 






7.4.4 NOx Sensing Mechanism for the GaN / SnO2 Sensor 
The NOx sensing mechanism in these hybrid sensors is complex and dependent on 
many factors including the formation of a semiconductor-semiconductor heterojunction, 
the analyte-NC interactions, NC adsorbates, and how these electronic interactions 
modulate the GaN NW current. The physical mechanism creating this conductivity change 
has remained ambiguous. Qualitative mechanisms are proposed aimed at elucidating the 
physical basis of these observations.   
Consider a GaN nanowire of arbitrary length (10, 50, 100 or 200 m). The width 
and height of this wire is fixed at 300 nm. When exposed to various gases (NO, NO2, CO, 
CO2, CH4, NH3, etc.), these wires by themselves exhibit little change in conductivity. 
However, when SnO2 NCs or thin-film was sputter deposited on these wires, the wires 
exhibit larger response in conductivity when they were exposed to the same gases. In the 
paragraphs below, we outline some potential explanations of these observations.  
Both SnO2 and GaN are wide band-gap semiconductors with Eg greater than 3.4 
eV. Due to intrinsic defect structure and oxygen deficiency, SnO2 is n-type semiconductor 
with fairly conductivity and it is electron rich. The GaN wire is doped n-type by silicon 
addition and exhibits a mobile electron background of about 1E17/cm². There is a 
difference in electron affinities between the SnO2 and the GaN material. The electron 
affinity of the SnO2 is about 0.8 eV larger than that of GaN. Thus, the conduction band 
edge of the SnO2 is lower than the conduction band edge of GaN by about 0.8 eV. As the 
SnO2 is heavily doped and GaN is intentionally lighted doped, we assume that the Fermi 





band edges. We can assume that the Fermi level of both materials is similarly close to its 
conduction band edge. 
 
 
Fig. 7.14 The electronic structure of the SnO2 / GaN system (a) before the materials are brought 
into contact (b) after the materials are bought into contact and a space charge layer formed 
 
If the above assumptions hold, there can be a spill-over of mobile electron charge 
from the GaN into the SnO2, leading to a thin depletion layer in the nitride. We now 
estimate that the Fermi level difference between the two materials is 0.8 eV, the SnO2 is 
electron rich to the point that it cannot sustain a space charge and the whole space charge 
extends into the GaN. In that case we can estimate the depletion depth of extending into 
the nitride is about 90 nm. This thickness is determined by the background doping in the 





and the GaN. The depletion width is 89 nm and 93 nm for carrier concentration in SnO2 is 
1E19 /cm³ and 1E18 /cm³ respectively. The dielectric constant for GaN is reported in 
between 8.9 and 9.5, 8.9 is used in this space charge estimation [228]. While this leads to 
a significant area reduction of the conductive channel if consider a three-dimension 
nanowire that both top surface and sidewalls are covered by SnO2 NCs. That explains why 
the SnO2 decorated NW shown a 30% lower current than the SiO2 passivated NWs in the 
IV characterization (Fig. 7.11). The band diagrams of two materials are shown in Fig. 7.14. 
The large amount of photo-generated charges “photodope" the GaN NW and 
shrinks the depletion to a negligible thickness. As the UV incident flux is large (469 
W/cm²), the back-ground carrier concentration substantially increases, shrinking the 
space charge to a negligible thickness. The current boost was the result of both increased 
carrier concentration and widened transport channels. 
With UV illumination, the number of carriers available for transport through the 
cross sectional area of the wire remains the same and is largely determined by the number 
of photo generated mobile carriers. All that changes is within a small space charge range 
near the SnO2 / GaN interfaces. The closer the mobile charge comes to the SnO2 / GaN 
interface, the more likely it will be scattered and the effective mobility of the charge will 
be reduced. This explains why in Fig. 7.12 and Fig. 7.13 sensing with UV illumination 
shows high noises. It is also possible that charged interface traps play some role. While the 
traps at the SnO2 / GaN interface will not be affected directly by molecules attached to the 
SnO2 NCs, the NCs charge can affect band bending and change the occupancy of interface 
traps. If the interface traps discharge, they will be less effective in creating scattering and 





channel charge more deeply into the channel, away from the scattering interface. This will, 
in turn, increase conductivity. In any event, with UV illumination, the charge state of the 
SnO2 NCs and of the SnO2 / GaN interface will dominate in defining conduction. In 
summary, when the sensor were illuminated by UV, photo-doping leads to shrinkage of 
the space charge and allowing mobile charge to move closer to the SnO2 / GaN interface. 
There, the carriers are strongly scattered, trapped and recombined before collection. This 
generates noise and lower sensitivity. 
Without UV illumination, the curvature of the bands does push the mobile charge 
away from the scattering centers and from possible interface recombination sites, some 
interaction with the interface is expected. 
In summary, if the sensor is exposed to high intensity UV radiation. Photo exciting 
both SnO2 NCs and GaN NW, any chemical adsorption on the SnO2 that leaves a statistic 
net positive charge on the NCs will pull the electrons in the GaN closer to the interface, 
generation noises, reducing space charge and increasing conductivity. Also, those carriers 
incident on the interface may be trapped and recombine before collection. Statistic negative 
charge on the NCs has the opposite effect. Mobile charge will be forced to the center of the 
wire, away from the scattering interface, reducing noises, which slightly increasing the 
space charge area, decreasing the current.  
The space charge is much smaller under UV illumination comparing to the space 
charge in dark (90 nm). Therefore, the conduction channel width modulation under UV 
exposure is substantially smaller than in dark. If there were NO2 response in dark, the 





So now we must turn to surface chemistry to address the issue of how NOx / SnO2 
NCs interactions lead to statistic surface net charge and space charge modulation. As an n-
type semiconductor, SnO2 depletion width increases in the presence of electron trapping 
adsorbates, such as O2. Table 7.4 lists the summary of how ambient oxygen concentration 
and the adsorption on SnO2 NCs forms O2
- affect the NW conductivity under UV 
illumination. When ambient O2 concentration increases, the number of O2 molecules 
adsorbed on NCs increases as well. The electrons were depleted by absorbed O2, and 
formed O2
-, which accumulating the statistic negative charge by increasing the electron 
carrier life-time. The net negative charge at the surface of SnO2 depletes the GaN NW, 
pushes electrons to the core and decreases the conductive channel width. The conductivity 
will decrease as the result. Lower O2 concentration has the opposite effect. 
 
 
Table 7.4 Mechanism of surface adsorption of O2 on SnO2 NCs modulate the NW conductivity 






The binding energy and net charge transfer of O2, NO2 and CO to SnO2 surface 
sites were listed in Table 7.5 [235]. Upon exposure to NO2, the sensor current significantly 
decreased implying a more negative charge accumulated on NCs surface and GaN NW 
space charge widths increased. First, introducing NO2 will enhance the surface oxygen 
vacancy occupation therefore more electrons will transfer to the NO2 and O2. The 
accumulated negative charge increased the nitride space charge and push electron carriers 
away from SnO2 / GaN interfaces. Less interface related electron trapping and scattering 
result in the low noise. The increased space charge width results in reduced conductivity. 
Gases other than NO2 were tried and sensing responses were negligible and barely 
observed. The selectivity of sensor to NOx can be explained by the binding energy of other 
gases is comparably low as CO shown in Table 7.5. 
 
 
Table 7.5 List of binding energy and net charge transfer 
 
The pathway of a chemical reaction of NO oxidation to NO2 in air at room 
temperature is shown in equation 7.11. The chemical reaction will be enhanced by UV 
illumination. Moreover, the SnO2 under UV illumination generate electron-hole pairs. The 






- species. The O2
- species trap electron and increase their life-time. A statistic 
net negative charge is accumulated at the surface of SnO2 NCs. Both NO and NO2 can be 
actively oxidized by the active oxygen species as shown in equation 7.12 and 7.13, while 
the SnO2 acts as a photo catalysis. When sensing with NO2, only equation 7.13 applies. 
The adsorption of NO2 will deplete more electrons from SnO2 and enhance the negative 
charge at the surface of SnO2, pushing electron carriers away from NW/NCs interfaces and 
decreasing the space charge, conductivity decreases slightly. When sensing with NO, all 
three equations (7.12 to 7.14) applies, but equation 7.13 and 7.14 are dominate and proceed 
with certain orders. The combined chemical reaction shown in equation 7.15 is believed 
the reaction is slow and needs multiple stages. The photo catalysis oxidation of NOx was 
observed and reported in other type of wide band-gap metal-oxide materials [236, 237]. 
The dominating sensing mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 7.15. With UV illumination, large 
amount of electron-hole pairs were generated in both SnO2 NCs and GaN NW. The sensor 
in the air ambient absorbs O2 at the oxygen vacancy sites of SnO2 NCs. The attached O2 
attracts electron carriers in SnO2, and maintain a negative charge at the SnO2 surface. The 
space charge layer at the SnO2 / GaN interface increase but still maintain thin since the 
system is under UV illumination. Once NO2 introduced into the system, this space charge 
depth further increase because more electrons got trapped, enhancing the net negative 
charge in statistic. The increased space charge depth pushed more mobile carriers far from 









2NO + O2 → 2NO2               (7.12) 
2NO (ads) + O2
- (ads) → 2NO2 (ads) + e
-        (on surface of SnO2 with UV)      (7.13) 
2NO2 (ads) + O2
- (ads) + e- → 2NO3
- (ads)       (on surface of SnO2 with UV)      (7.14) 
NO (ads) + O2
- (ads) → 2NO3
- (ads)       (on surface of SnO2 with UV)      (7.15) 
 
 







7.5 Chapter Conclusion 
This chapter describes the gas sensing measurement set-up and summarizes the 
performance of the different gas sensors developed in this thesis. The set-up, including 
bubbler, pressure controller, gas mixing chamber and digital mass flow controllers (MFC) 
has been reviewed in depth. This chapter also explains the mechanism of sensing response 
based on the current literature and on the observed trend of the devices fabricated in this 
work. Sensing performance details of the nanowire-nanocluster (NWNC) gas sensors were 
tabulated and discussed here.  
Sensing results for TiO2-Pt NCs / GaN NW sensor were highlighted. It was 
discussed in detail to reveal the sensing mechanisms of the NWNC hybrid sensor. SnO2 
NCs / GaN NW were studied for NOx sensing and the mechanisms were proposed. Other 








Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
 For the first time, this thesis demonstrated a highly integrated top-down gallium 
nitride (GaN) nanowires (NWs) fabrication process. The NWs were functionalized with 
titanium dioxide, platinum-titanium dioxide composites, tin dioxide, iron oxide and 
tungsten trioxide. The results for these fabrication processes were presented. The goal was 
to design for reliable wafer production and to achieve homogenous device performance. 
NWNC hybrid gas sensors were investigated, optimized and developed to selectively 
detect hydrogen, nitride dioxide, aromatic compounds, and ammonia at room temperature. 
We integrated these sensors with a micro heater that using low cost metals deposition 
method and wet chemical process techniques for assistance in chemical release cycles. The 
micro heater can be used in medical drug inhalation and aerosol generation purposes as 
well. I summarize the efforts performed in completion of this thesis:  
 
8. I demonstrated a dry etched “top-down” fabricated structure showing features 
aligned in a horizontal plane parallel to the wafer surface, as shown in figures on 
the left side of Table 1.2.  Previous technique use molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
to grow nanowires vertical up (perpendicular to) the wafer surface. Placement of 
these vertical structures is rather random across the surface, as shown in images on 
the right side of Table 1.2, These features must be released from the surface, and 
subsequently placed on another substrate (either individually or in bundles by 





technology that applies a RF voltage bias on the sides of solution through 
electrodes. The solution has NWs dispersed in it. The “top-down” dry etching 
method developed here uses the stepper/scanner lithography system to define the 
nanowire patterns, followed by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etch. By this 
method, the NWs are identical in arrays and sensor fabrication can be easily 
integrated and mass produced. 
9. I developed methods for removing sidewall defects and roughness caused by ion 
bombardment during dry etching. The potassium hydroxide (KOH) and phosphoric 
acid (H3PO4) wet etch can remove the defects appearing as linear vertical texture 
along the NW sidewalls that inhibited previous attempts at creating dry etched NWs 
from succeeding.  
10. I demonstrated a nanocluster formation method and I designed a fast 
characterization method using IV conductance measurement and ellipsometry 
techniques besides SEM imaging. Further optimization of titanium dioxide, tin 
dioxide, iron oxide, tungsten trioxide NCs was accomplished. Previous work on 
NCs rely on chemical formation of powders, the NCs formation method in this 
thesis used physical vapor deposition (PVD) followed by rapid thermal annealing 
(RTA) which can be fully integrated with modern CMOS processes. This PVD-
RTA method has advantages in NCs coating uniformity and compatibility to 
dynamic structures as the comparison shown in Table 1.3. The characterization 
technique is fast, reliable and non-destructive compared to SEM imaging. 
11. I did the design of experiments leading to the establishment of a gas sensing 





sensors were fabricated and tested by being exposed to various target gases. 
Responsive and non-responsive materials were determined and were recorded in a 
database. 
12. I developed an electroless nickel plating process to create thick Ni layers from a 
seed layer. This technique allows precise control of the final thickness of a film far 
thicker than would be allowed by lift-off. Moreover, the chemical solution bath is 
much lower cost comparing to high-vacuum equipment. This method was used in 
the micro-heater process that can be integrated with gas sensor and provide heat to 
augment the chemical release cycle.  The inexpensive and easily fabricated micro-
heater thus developed allows for easy mass productions. This heater can be used in 
aerosol generators and fabricated as a single device for drug inhalation therapy.  
13. I developed a process integration scheme for including all three micro- and nano-
structures into a single NWNC hybrid sensor device. Integration considerations 
including the process flows, RTA, multiple passivation layers, NW yield 
improvement, active opening windows, passivated control elements and ohmic 
contact improvement were studied in detail. The techniques for multiple sensors 
integration into a single sensor chip were first time reported. These enables the 
simultaneously multiple gas sensing capability of a single sensor chip. I developed 
a process integration methods for including multiple gas sensors in a single chip for 
simultaneously sensing of variety of gases. 
14. I characterized the fully integrated nanowire-nanocluster hybrid gas sensor and 
micro-heater system. Most of the sensor units work at room temperature without 





fast response and recovery behavior maintained after many sensing cycles. This 
implies that the developed technology has several advantages like low power 
consumption, long life time reliability, high sensitivity and selectivity in sensing 
performance. The micro-heater allows for improved gas desorption and the use of 








The NWNC gas sensor fabricated can achieve high selectivity and sensitivity. 
Integrated MH helps improve the reliability and the life-time of the sensor and assists 
desorption of absorbed chemicals. Table 1.4 lists the performance of GaN / TiO2-Pt NWNC 
hydrogen sensor technology comparing to other novel hydrogen gas sensing devices 
currently under developing. The significant features and advantages of the integrated 
sensors are: 
 
vii. Room temperature sensing as well as high temperature thermal sensing is possible. 
viii. Selective sensing of low gas concentrations. 
ix. Reliable and repeatable sensing and an ability to recover back to the same baseline 
signal level as opposed to baseline drift and limited lifetime. 
x. Fast respond and short recovery time. 
xi. Capable of cheap mass production and integration with existing CMOS processes, 
as opposed to the individual nanowire pick-and-place fabrication. This improves 
throughput, reproducibility and yield.  
xii. The MH utilizes a low cost micro fabrication process to achieve fast respond and 
a robust heating function. The MH can be integrated into sensor devices for gas 
sensing assistance as well as individually used in aerosol generation and medical 







 The NWNC gas sensors can be used for: 
 Indoor Environmental Monitoring: some specific places such as laboratories, 
hospitals, schools, and in the home (sensing natural gas leaks or CO). The indoor 
air quality will directly affect the people inside. 
 Industrial Monitoring: many manufactory works generates waste gases or have 
potential leakage of gases can be first time detected. This can also installed on 
petroleum transmission pipeline and nature gas pipeline to real time monitoring 
leakages, spills or thefts. 
 Hazard Detection and Avoidance: Security check at airport, train station, embassies 
can use the explosive compound sensor to improve screening efficiency and 
accuracy. 
 Defense: Instead of heat detection and infrared decoy projectile, explosive detection 
can be used to missile tracking that increase the target accuracy and hit rate by 
sensing larger volume of explosive compounds.  
 
The NCs deposition method, besides decorating gas sensor NWs, it can be used to 
deposit high quality thin-film for photodetector, photodiode, solar cell, etc.  
The MH, besides assistant gas sensors, it can be used low cost aerosol generation 







7.3 Future Work 
There is a scope for improvement in some of the performance of the sensor devices 
presented in this work. At the same time, the database for gas sensing presented in this 
work need to be further investigated and verified. Important aspects to be considered in the 
future work on these sensor devices include: 
• Room temperature operation of sensors requires greater attention to operation 
under humidity. Although some measurements for the response of the sensor towards water 
have been performed, a more reasonable study will be to do measurements under different 
humidity conditions. 
• Though extensive studies have been performed indicating the selectivity of the 
sensor technology, it should be validated by performing exhaustive analysis in a mixture 
of possible interfering compounds. 
• Effect of UV light intensity on the sensitivity of the alcohol sensors needs to be 
investigated for a broader intensity range. The current set up limited the maximum intensity 
to 469 μW/cm². In the given range, the sensitivity increases with increasing intensity. 
However the optimal intensity needs to be evaluated as the sensor response is likely to 
saturate or decrease if the intensity is increased beyond the optimal value. 
• Investigation of the effect of oxide quality on sensing behavior could be a useful 





oxide nanoparticles could be important control parameters for the sensor response 
characteristics. 
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